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Executive summary
The main objective of the Project NEAR2050 is to study the future demand on the railway
sector, determining which are the long-term changes in future needs of passenger and freight
rail services.
In order to define long-term changes in future needs, it has been necessary to establish
opinions and industry knowledge of the different stakeholders in order to understand the longterm changes of each.
The aim of this report is to highlight the key aspects using a methodology applied to the results
obtained from the information gathered from workshops and in-depth interviews with experts.
In order to obtain the results presented in this report, research has been carried out, taking
into account all the actors in the railway sector (users, railway engineers, railway experts,
public transit authorities, railway undertakings, infrastructure managers, regulatory bodies,
university staff, passenger associations and transport associations). To achieve this goal, eight
in depth interviews and three workshops have been carried out.
Conclusions and results from this research, along with all data obtained and gathered in this
deliverable, builds up the base upon which the next steps will build.
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Definitions & Abbreviations
ERA

European Railway Agency

EU

European Union

GHG

Greenhouse Gas

IM

Infrastructure Manager

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

Impact-1

Further project funded under Shift2Rail

PRM

Person with reduced mobility

PSC

Project Steering Committee

RU

Railway Undertaking

S2R

Shift2Rail

SWL

Single Wagon Load

WP

Work Package
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1 Introduction
1.1

Background NEAR2050

Over the next decades population will increase, cities will become megacities and sprawl to
unprecedented levels. The demographic changes that we are experiencing will continue and
will influence heavily on people’s mobility.
In order to cope with these changes, the current systems that are in place will have to be
changed. People will require a different mentality and will have to choose different means of
transport for their mobility. Passenger services will have to deal with increasing numbers of
people with specific mobility needs. The question is what means of transport will they choose?
What are the keys to attract more passengers to use the services? In terms of freight; how will
the needs of freight services change in the next decades? How can the existing freight services
change to suit the demands that these new urban conglomerations will place on them?
Whatever systems are put in place will have to cover aspects such as, efficiency, affordability,
quality, comfort, accessibility, punctuality and reliability, flexibility, information and value for
money. These long-term needs and expectations need to be analysed in order to get a better
understanding of them. However, it is equally important to analyse megatrends and future
scenarios as in these, passenger and rail freight will form the backbone of the transport system,
linking major urban hubs and feeding into multi-modal local transport networks.
The railway industry, one of the most long-term oriented industries existing, is now facing the
faster and faster life cycles of its most competitive transport mode, the road transportation
sector and its related technologies. The competitive situation of the rail industry is suffering
from its lack of flexibility and from the far better “client orientation” of other modes. To overcome
such a backlog the rail industry has to anticipate trends and developments at an earlier stage
and has to adjust its system accordingly.
Shift2Rail is the first European rail joint technology initiative to seek focused research and
innovation (R&I) and market-driven solutions by accelerating the integration of new and
advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions. Shift2Rail will promote the
competitiveness of the European Rail Industry and will meet the changing EU transport needs.
The NEAR2050 project is aligned with the objectives of Shift2Rail and will ensure that the
results can be used in further research in this programme.
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The Shift2Rail initiative together with its Multi-Annual Action Plan (MAAP) is one major step in
this direction to meet customers’ requirements better and to adjust the railway transportation
service and product better to their needs.
With increasing populations, increasing urbanisation, and the increasing mobilisation of
populations, rail-based transport needs to advance itself to a stage where it can comfortably
handle these increases, while at the same time, allow for the inevitable disruptions and
disturbances that take place.
Long-term needs in rail transport are dependent on the future requirements of the users and
the technology available to users, which themselves will be based on what the currents trends
are and how these trends develop over the coming years.
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1.2

Document Structure

This report is divided in four sections.
The first one present a brief introduction of the deliverable describing the main actions that
were carried out in order to develop this report.
The second section describes the methodology followed for the realization of the workshops
and the expert interviews. Also, how conclusions are obtained is described.
The next section belongs to the description and the conclusions obtained from the workshops
and expert interviews carried out.
In section four some general conclusion is shown, in which all interviews and workshops are
taken into account.
Finally, the annexes contain the minutes of meetings of the workshops (Annex III) and the
expert interviews (Annex IV).
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Methodology
The project NEAR2050 aims to look at all different aspects of the railway sector regarding the
needs, demands and challenges of the future up to the year 2050. The railway sector consists
of many different stakeholders with wide-ranging point of views and opinions.
The goal of this element of the project was to cover a wide range of point of views and
perspectives of different stakeholders in the railway sector.
These stakeholders are distinguished in different fields:
•

Passenger services in general

•

Local-, regional passenger rail services

•

Metropolitan Areas

•

Rural Areas

•

Long-distance Passenger/High-speed Rail

•

Technology

•

Freight Services

•

Infrastructure

•

Rolling Stock

•

Supply Industry

•

Legal and Regulatory Framework

With the aim to cover all of these different areas, expert interviews and workshops were carried
out to get insights from relevant parties. The participants of the expert interviews and the
workshop attendees were chosen accordingly. The results and outcomes of these interviews
and workshops have then been brought forward to support the development and analysis of
the survey carried out in Work Package 3 of the project.
For the expert interviews, not only institutions were asked to take part, the goal was to speak
with the relevant persons which deal with the actual topics at the corresponding institution.
The expert-interviews were carried out among universities, government institutions, public
transit authorities, transport associations, railway undertakings, shippers, passenger
associations and regulator/regulatory authorities.
A targeted approach, by contacting the potential experts for the interviews, has led to very
positive responses and a 100 percent positive response rate to all the interview requests.
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The selection of interview partners consists of 11 experts from 8 different interview
organisations. The very positive feedback has showed that there is a great interest in the topic
of the future of the railway by all stakeholders.

The interview partners were as follows:
Table 1: Interview partners

Name
Mr Markus Schinko

Company/Position
LogServ
President of VABU (Verband
der

Facts & Figures
LogServ, founded 2001 by
Voest Alpine, Private railway
undertaking

Anschlussbahnunternehmen1) Locomotives 29, Wagons
680, Own Infrastructure,
VABU, Association of feeder
railways, lobbying
organisation
M Dipl.-Ing. Ludolf Kerkeling

EO HVLE (Havelländische

Private railway undertaking,

Eisenbahn AG)

infrastructure manager

President NEE (Network of

Brief facts/figures: Turnover

European Railways), Berlin,

40 Mio Euro, Employees 118,

Germany

Ton/km 1.208.097.485
Locomotives 40, Freight
wagons 972

Mr Kurt Bauer

Head of Long-Distance traffic, Austrian state railways,
ÖBB, Vienna, Austria

Railway Undertaking,
Passenger services,

1

https://www.anschlussbahnen.at/
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Name

Company/Position

Facts & Figures
Austria, Brief facts/figures:
Employees 2.752, Passenger
Km 10,7 Billion, Passengers
244 Million, Turnover 5,247
Million €

Mr Univ.-Prof. Dr.-Ing. Nils

Head of railway systems and

Nießen, VIA – RWTH

transport economics, Aachen, German University of
Germany

Brief facts/figures: RWTH

Excellence
Research fields: Railway
operations, transport
economics train control

systems, focus on railway
operations
Mr Dr Axel Müller

Federal Network Agency for

Brief facts/figures: Founded

Electricity, Gas,

in 1998, regulation of railway

Telecommunications, Mail

infrastructure

and Railways, Bonn,
Germany

track access charges,
competition, employees
2.500

Mr Karl-Peter Naumann,

ProBahn Passenger

Brief facts/figures: Founded

ProBahn, Honorary

Association, all passenger,

in 1981, Members 4.000,

President, Cologne, Germany services Germany and

Mr Steffen Kerth

Lobbying organisation for

Europe

passengers

VDV, Head of rail transport

Brief facts/figures: Members

policies, Cologne, Germany

are public transport and rail
freight service companies
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Name

Company/Position

Mr Georg Lennarz

Mr Andreas Warnecke

VDV, Head of Rail Freight

Supports transport industry,

Marketing, Cologne,

Founded in 1991, Members

Germany

ca. 600

Head of rail operations

Brief facts/figures: Founded

Euregio Infrastructure

in 2007, Public transit

Power of attorney,

Mr Sven Kleine,

Facts & Figures

department head, Cologne,
Germany

authority, Serves 4,5 Million
inhabitants
Train kilometres 25 Million km
(train services), 6 S-Bahn
lines, 18 urban lines, 580 bus
lines

The interviewed experts cover local traffic, long-distance traffic, and freight traffic in Germany,
Austria, and Spain. Based on these interview partners and the representations given, in
particular from the various associations, an estimation can be made as to how much of the
European rail market has been covered. the following coverage rates can be assumed.

Table 2: Coverage of the European Market

Germany

Austria

Spain

EU Coverage

85,8 %

87,5 %

90 %

31 %

82 %

N/A

65 %

Passenger
Services

(based

on

passenger-km)
Freight Services
(based on ton-km)

25 %
(excl. Austria)
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The sources for these coverage rates are as follows.
The VDV “Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen” (VDV = Association of German
Transport Companies) represent around 600 companies that are preforming passenger
transport and rail freight transport in Germany and internationally. This includes many of the
larger operators such as Abellio, Bentheimer Eisenbahn, DB Cargo, DB Regio, Lineas
Deutschland, SBB Cargo Deutschland, numerous S-Bahn operators to name a few.
The NEE “Netzwerk Europäischer Eisenbahn” (Network of European Railways) represent
railway operators on the European market. Their mission is to promote fair competition on the
railways and to further develop discrimination free regulations in terms of infrastructure,
energy, rolling stock, and international traffic. Their members focus more on the freight market
and reflect those represented by the VDV.
With the combination of input from these associations, their members and along with the
additions from LogServ and VABU, accurate estimation can be made with regards to the
coverage of the German market.
Numbers from the passenger market can be assessed in a similar manner with the benefit of
additional information from ProBahn.
The passenger market in Austria is mostly covered by ÖBB with the exceptions of some private
operators e.g. West Bahn. As such this market was well covered through an interview with the
head of long-distance traffic, who is of course closely linked with the regional transport market.
Figures for the Spanish freight and passenger markets came from interviews and focus groups
in which RENFE were participants. As RENFE is one of the main operators in Spain there is a
high degree of confidence behind the coverage rates submitted.
These estimations in conjunction with information available from Destatis (German Federal
Office for Statistics), Eurostat, and from the Bundesnetzagentur allow for accurate
assessments as to the rate of traffic covered in the European market. This is supported further
due to the fact that large numbers of traffic through Germany is international traffic or transit
traffic with origins in numerous other European countries.
The interviewed experts were selected by our methodology and asked if they would take part
in the study. The 100% positive response rate to our requests for interviews shows, that the
market is moving and committed to the future of rail.
In addition to the interviews with experts, workshops with experts of different fields of the
railway sector were held to get views and opinions on different topics in a larger, discussionPage 15 of 122
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based setting. Each of the workshops had different focuses and covered a variety of points of
views.
The first workshop on developments in Rolling Stock involved experts working in the fields of
development and design of vehicles, the vehicle sector and railway maintenance.
A second workshop on the transport market included long-term forecasts up to ideas for a
practical implementation.
The third workshop covered the subject of rail infrastructure with attendees who are working
in the field of rail infrastructure and passenger services.

Figure 1: Stakeholders in the Railway Sector

The results and statements of the participants are summarised and divided into three subpoints (general, needs/demands and offers).
In order to ensure a balance between opinions (ensuring that opinions are neither too positive
or too conservative), a further online study is carried out in WP 3.
These conclusions will also flow into the trend projections for WP 4 of the project.
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2 Summary of interviews and workshops
The results and statements of the participants and stakeholders are summarised and divided
into three sub-points. These sub-points are as follows:

2.1

•

General and core statements

•

Needs and demands

•

Offers

Passenger services in general

General and core statements
The number of travellers and trips made will increase into 2030 and 2050. The core rail
passenger corridors in urban, metropolitan and regional areas will see much more demand
and traffic in 2050 compared to today.
As road traffic keeps increasing and roads are more congested, public transport will remain an
interesting and important alternative. The ongoing traffic situation is a greater driving force for
multiple developments up to 2050. Urbanisation will remain to be a driving force in 2030 and
2050. As traffic research has shown, the trend that less people have driver’s license will
continue in 2030.
There is no longer such a thing as a "typical” passenger, there is a wide variety of individual
requirements and wishes. The only common point among rail passengers is that their view on
passenger rail is subjective.
While new forms of communication, such as video calling have changed the way we interact,
journey distances will also increase. Personal contacts will remain a very important factor.
Some changes in the travelling behaviour of passengers are eminent: travellers are
geographically more diversified. The needs of the travellers’ change depending on their age young people have less needs than older people. The only alternatives to trains are cheaper
alternatives.
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Needs and demands
A critical element in the decision process to use passenger rail is access to the system. This
is decisive and a factor which continues to grow. Autonomous buses will be crucial to provide
access outside urban areas, or at least for some groups even in urban areas.
The basic requirements to encourage people to use rail-based transport are:
1. There must be a reasonable level of service. This is a must to get people on the train
is the offer itself.
2. The environment must also meet passengers’ specific needs and expectations. A
must to attract passengers who have an alternative to rail is an inviting environment
when entering and using the system.
3. All other extras are "gimmicks” are a “nice-to-have” and maybe allow somewhat
higher revenues.
Existing and potential rail passengers are becoming more and more demanding, both generally
and also with an improved private and public economic situation. The individual economic
private situation is the most relevant driver towards higher expectations on passenger rail
service levels. The passengers expect individual offers and an individual environment. This
development creates ever more and new challenges for marketing, and for the design of rolling
stock interiors, increasing conflicts with economic conditions and competitiveness of
passenger rail services.
A major influence on attitudes and opinions towards the use of public transport – and the
decision to use it - is the reflection of others’ experiences in analogue and digital press and
social networks. Passenger's individual expectations must be fulfilled; it is the task of rolling
stock producers and operators to achieve this in an economic way. It is the task of the
marketing departments of operators to communicate the achievements to the clients.
More flexible interior designs are crucial to fulfil passenger expectations in an economic scale
while Niche products (night trains, tourist trains, excursion trains, trade fair specials, airport
services….) must be provided by specialised providers, as a strong focus is required to fulfil
niche clients’ very specific and very high expectations.
Another experience relates to the benefits for passengers of common standards among railway
undertakings and station managers. Benefits will be maximised if standards will be set from
passengers’ view, not from technology view.
Standards will be set until 2030, but whether they are passenger driven or technology driven
is open and will hardly be decided before 2030.
Passengers' openness to use improved public transport will increase further until 2030.
Page 18 of 122
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The financing available to passenger rail will increase until 2030. But it is still open as to which
part of the increase will be taken by the public or other parties, and which part by the passenger
through higher fares. A trend is being observed that employers start to increase their share of
public transport finance where educated staff is hard to find and needs to be attracted actively,
and in urban areas where parking space is scarce and expensive, with pressure by office and
apartment developers to reduce parking space further.
Free use of public transport will continue to be an exception as it is today also in 2030 and in
2050.
A first step to implement external costs would be to achieve full transparency on external costs
of road traffic. There still is a lack of understanding on the level of external costs, especially on
the accident side, and even more a lack of acceptance that these costs have to be integrated
in any intermodal discussion, and also of the communication of current knowledge to the public.
This is a strong point for the EU to become more effective as road and auto lobby initiatives
tend to be more successful when targeting national governments and institutions than when
having to deal with European institutions.
A study supported by passenger association ProBahn showed that a separation of general
health costs and those caused by accidents would allow to reduce health insurance spending
by German taxpayers by 2% down from 13 to 11% of gross salary.
ProBahn sees an opportunity to realise this integration of external costs into traffic costs and
infrastructure pricing and taxes if communication on the political level and to the public.
An aspect or criteria is the travel time - in the past longer travelling times lead to people not
using trains as much. With growing access to high-speed rail for long distances, this has
changed and will continue to shift.
Regarding the differences of domestic airplane and train travels some connections are of very
high demand. When comparing a flight to a first class train ticket for a business trip for example,
the first class train ride is more quiet - on a flight, it is substantially more difficult to work. In the
past people chose the airplane if the train ride would exceed 3 hours, this has shifted to 4-hour
train rides being still acceptable before people would switch.
Today, paper tickets together with vending machines and validation are still in place in many
European countries – this can be easily improved by 2030 through the addition of mobile
devices.
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The technical, commercial and organisational basis for continuous developments of supportive
app solutions are existing. The challenges will be to include people who do not use digital
devices for information and ticketing processes yet.

Offers
A good market structure on the operators' side consists of a variety of operators, ideally also
on the same lines to provide alternatives, but with integrated ticketing. This integration should
also cover special/saver fares to ensure easy access to the rail system. The niche products
with niche operators and independent fares will not make up more than 5% of the market, but
they are an important part of the system as they provide offers that are also occasionally
requested by daily passengers of standard products, and they have proven to be an important
tool to win new passengers from cars for the rail system. If those niche products do not exist,
the majority of car users will end up using buses as an alternative to the car – less often than
they would use a train.
The experience of passenger associations shows the population is much more open to use
new ways of mobility, as a regular way of travelling once they have been convinced to try such
a first-hand-experience. This is especially true of public transport offers which exceed car
users’ experience,
Over the course of discussions of NEAR2050 it has been suggested that the EU and Shift2Rail
should also look to include PR, sector communication and pro-rail Marketing activities in the
program. Rail is a complex issue, and it needs professional communication to explain its issues
in a manner that is simple to understand but also correct. Professional communication is also
an essential tool to realise any positive development for rail in 2030 or 2050 which needs public
support and outside-sector professional support.
Digital services, such as app-based journey planners and mobile ticketing, play an important
part in achieving seamless travel solutions for passengers. Correct, real-time and valid data
remains a key part. Passengers need to trust the information which is provided. There is a lot
of potential for this. It will help passenger rail in general.
New ticketing solutions are another key part. Ticketless-riding will make new revenue models
possible and achieve an improved binding of the rail customers. Logical tariffs could be
achieved by 2022 and should work in a network with multiple modes of transport.
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Improved Internet access in stations and trains is an important factor to improve usage of
digital devices and let passengers make use of service offers provided by passenger service
operators and will lead to new business opportunities.
A major barrier to the expansion of passenger traffic and for trains in niche markets (see above
for the strong need to have such trains), and for flexible freight trains carrying ad-hoc traffic. A
European definition of reserve capacity and rules how to provide it, would keep or develop
opportunities for new rail offers.

2.2

Local-, regional passenger rail services

General and core statements
Regional rail infrastructure and regional rail networks will still exist in 2050 when they are
integrated up into inter-regional networks and down to local networks, and when they are in
good condition to allow faster travel than by bus. Integrated transport planning is required to
ensure existence of those regional networks, and integrated planning will continue to exist
where it exists already today and will be expanded at least to those regions where regional
hubs need to be connected efficiently among each other.

Needs and demands
There is a question mark over regional networks which are divided by local and/or regional
administrations where integrated transport planning is hard to realise. A second requirement
to allow regional networks to be developed is an integrated operation, besides the planning, to
allow and will be a threat if not. Another supportive effect for the future of regional rail is a fair
treatment of cost of level crossings. This will also be realised in some countries, and in some
not.
The integration is more probable to be realised than not, but not everywhere in Europe.
Improved regional networks in some regions of Europe will be made by some, where others
will disappear where integration will fail.
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Offers
The realisation of low-barrier access to the system like easy and simple ticketing and integrated
ticketing with other modes of transport. Autonomous buses, Uber-style car services etc. will be
supportive to regional rail when integrated in the planning.

2.2.1

Metropolitan Areas

General and core statements
Core rail passenger corridors in urban and metropolitan areas will see much more traffic in
2050 than today.

Needs and demands
Double deck passenger trains will be used more often than today. Their use has a high impact
on capacity, but the usage opportunities are limited where capacity problems are high. On
inner-city-lines, due to loading gauge limitations especially on inner-city tunnel sections. They
will not be used where there are no capacity needs for their implementation.
To fulfil passenger needs, a good design of the passenger train is required. The situation for
passengers with reduced mobility (PRM) to enter the train has continuously improved over the
years and helps more people to use the trains. One the one hand due to the demand and
technical improvements on the rolling stock side, providing wheelchair access is not a technical
difficulty anymore.

Offers
Public transport in metropolitan areas is constantly changing. For example, for a trip to a
nearby city, people have different options, such as public transportation or taking a car. Extra
costs for parking the car are in direct competition to the train fare. By cities getting denser, the
prices of parking in inner-cities will continue to go up by 2030.
This can be met by providing offers that suit these needs of inhabitants of metropolitan areas.
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2.2.2

Rural Areas

General and core statements
Challenges and barriers will occur for the future of rail freight and rail in rural areas.

Needs and demands
Rural rail will quite largely continue to be challenged by road competition and by a declining
population.
The only realistic scenarios are closure of some lines or a drastic change in operations.

Offers
The providing of low-cost services along with an implementation of autonomous rail vehicles
could increase the passenger base.

2.3

Long-distance Passenger/High-speed Rail

General and core statements
High-speed (real high-speed) will grow where major cities are being connected with 4 hours
travel time or less, this will also happen in regions and countries which do not yet have highspeed rail services.

Needs and demands
Operations of high-speed trains could be improved when looking at the departure processes
to improve punctuality. Many trains today need extra minutes at the stations due to a late
closure of the train doors. This situation is quite different when looking in detail at different
countries in Europe.
Food and drink services in the train remains an important service aspect – there is a demand
for fresh cool and warm drinks/beverages and food. Improvements are needed in the case of
transferring of what is missing to the next station or transferring of technical problems so spare
parts can be installed. This could be solved by 2030 with the help of big data.
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In addition, a working internet connection on trains is technically challenging but through further
improvements in mobile networks and the mass rollout of technologies, such as LTE, this will
be achieved by 2030.

Offers
An integration of the high-speed rail system into other transport modes and ensuring
connections at the destination, new customers can be gained. The realisation of the mentioned
services, for passengers, such as food and drinks still are important.

2.4

Technology

General and core statements
Although the railway sector has very long innovation cycles, there are technological influences
and new ideas coming either from railway research or advancements coming from other
research fields which can be applied to rail.

Needs and demands
A barrier for innovations is the low margins of railway undertakings and the unequal distribution
of profits between leasing companies on the upper side, service providers (like maintenance
companies) and infrastructure managers (sometimes) with fair margins and railway
undertakings on the lower end.
Power supply: Electric supply through catenary and third rails will stay at is today; the future of
cell technology to replace diesel will depend on the ability to store energy from cells; diesel will
be on the decreasing side 2030 and will not be used any more on rails in 2050. The competition
between batteries, hybrids and cells will see different solutions being realised by 2030, and
one technology outside electric supply of 2030 will become the dominant non-electric
technology between 2030 and 2050 and replace diesel. An efficient storage technology is also
a requirement to allow efficient last-mile and single wagon operation. It is very likely to exist in
2030.
Coupling: Automatic coupling could improve shunting and freight services tremendously.
Though it would be only feasible if regulated by the EU.
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Freight wagon diagnostics could be improved by using big data and interpreting the gained
data for wear and tear of wagons and infrastructure. Maintenance could be improved by
applying predictive maintenance measures (see rolling stock as well).
Catenary, being a crucial part for electric drive train technology will be still in use for quite many
years. The use of batteries is not very likely, because of massive requirements for cooling due
to high power delivery.
Electro-mobility being widely Implemented in the railway sector only has the possibility to
“improve”. In 10 to 15 years, no more new rail vehicles with diesel engines will be bought due
to environmental and economic reasons and alternatives. Fast Developments in batteries are
currently taking place. Although, the borders of physics are almost reached and at a later stage,
further development will slow down. When comparing the effectiveness of fuel cells, the battery
is not as effective as catenary. Fuel cells for trams will remain to be too expensive - costs being
higher by EUR 2 Million. The power of today’s electrical drives won't be reached by fuel cells
in 2050.

Offers
Current developments towards vehicles which charge batteries with the help of catenary will
be in use by 2030.
Different types of new vehicles will be available, e.g. hybrid driven vehicles or battery driven
vehicles. Also, hydrogen or fuel cell driven vehicles are possible and batteries could help in
areas without a catenary. A battery powered light rail would be possible.
For shunting, the use of battery-powered locomotives with a runtime of about 2 hours and
concepts which include charging/exchanging of the battery could be realised.
Fuel cells could only serve as an interim solution for isolated applications.

2.5

Freight Services

General and core statements
There is in general a political will on an EU level to improve the rail system, however the effects
of this are not always apparent as there is not always a full awareness of consequences of
actions taken.
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For a sustainable rail freight in 2050, there is an urgent need for a detailed and specific
masterplan detailing how rail freight will look like in 2050. This needs to occur both on
European and on national levels. An example of this already exists in Germany in the form of
its Rail Freight Master Plan published in June 20172. Without such a vision, there will be no
attention neither by public nor by politics for rail freight.
The sector itself is deeply divided into two groups having different views on the future of rail
freight. A more passive group sees a future for long haul bulk and intermodal only. The other
more pro-active group envisages also an intelligent system with intelligent single wagon and
wagon group operations, accompanied by automatic and autonomous last mile delivery by
electric vehicles on the road. Only the latter scenario would allow growth to be realised and
achieve the set out European climate goals.

Needs and demands
There are issues which can and have to be tackled by the sector itself (internal challenges),
as well as those that have to be provided by politics (external challenges). The major external
issue to be provided is a fair playing ground for both intermodal and intramodal competition.
Both will happen by 2030 as benefits of fair intramodal competition will become obvious also
in those countries and with those stakeholders who are reluctant today. In addition to this,
pressure to realise a sustainable freight transport network will increase through an evergrowing public awareness on environmental and climate issues.

Internal Challenges:
A continuous trend is starting right now to put more technology on the vehicles instead of
adding it to infrastructure. This change has failed so far on a wider scale due to projects that
are too ambitious and which achieved nothing at the end. The sector has learned in this case
and started with smaller scale projects which are much more promising in the short, medium
and long term. A main advantage of putting new technology on the vehicles instead of the
track, allows shorter innovation cycles to be realised.

2

German Rail Freight Masterplan:

https://www.bmvi.de/SharedDocs/EN/publications/rail-freight-masterplan.pdf?__blob=publicationFile
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Change is needed, especially on the last mile segment of the business. A continuation of
current single wagon load (SWL) and wagon group developments will lead to an end of this
business partly by 2030 and completely 2050 if no changes are made. Based on discussions
held over the course of NEAR2050 it is expected that last-mile distribution will be handled in
boxes smaller than containers. Political action is required to improve the wagonload business,
however, there is only limited support in politics. In addition to the introduction of new
technologies for shunting, changes in last mile infrastructure finance would create a significant
improvement for SWL business. The effects of such a change would be probably more efficient
than any kind of "SWL-PSO". At the moment, a chance for improvements on the infrastructure
side is seen only in the German speaking Europe.
Potential measures to help to increase SWL traffic exist such as supply chain IT, regulative
measures to support SWL, along with measures to barriers to road traffic can potentially be
introduced. The implementation of these is not seen as very probable in the current climate,
this is mostly due to a lack of political interest when it comes to the rail freight sector.
The first/last mile also provides the major challenge for cost reductions in the rail freight sector.
If autonomous freight wagons, automatic coupling or at least the reduction of the number of
couplings in a set of wagons can be realised, rail freight will see a huge increase in price
competitiveness. This will also be seen outside the block train market. It is very likely that this
cost reduction will be achieved partly by 2030 and fully in 2050 but a lot of stakeholders will
have to work together to come up with suitable solutions especially from the technical and
regulatory point of view.
Much more probable changes involve efficiency improvements resulting from new
technologies on the wagon side. The implementation of an "intelligent" freight wagon would
keep SWL alive at least for distribution in urban areas and may revive some of the business in
these regions. This includes the serving of more decentralised terminals in metropolitan areas.
Major benefits from new wagon technology will be automated last mile operation and further
standardisation of wagons. Transhipment of containers will be more automated than today by
2030 and fully automatic in 2050. A requirement for positive developments is also a truck-style
monitoring of loadings and of wagon condition to allow predictive maintenance. These
monitoring systems are likely to be implemented by 2030 in a wide range and 2050 completely.
All technologies mentioned are already existing; there are no technical barriers for
implementation.
A further requirement for intermodal cost efficiency is an automated handling of transhipments
in big and in small terminals. It is likely that by 2030 one or a range of standard technologies
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will exist for automatic transhipments, and that it will be implemented on a European-network
basis by 2050. There may be parallel networks of different technologies to fulfil specific
requirements by regions and/or commodities. At the time when a first series of pilots have been
developed into a network, it is expected that modal split of rail will start to grow again.
New trains need to be and will be much quieter than today’s trains. The current noise
discussion in some countries like Germany will extend to all part of Europe until 2030 at the
latest and needs to be tackled as soon as possible if public opinion shall stay in favour of rail
or at the very least, neutral to rail. If the public needs to enforce noise reduction measures, this
will delay positive developments for rail.
3-D-printing as a topic some more and more to the front. The effects of this on the rail sector
is not totally known however the prevailing thoughts are that this may reduce the growth of
total transport volumes to some degree, but not significantly and not total volumes. The 3-Dprinting effect will be more on a higher variety and variability on design of devices than on
supply chains.
Even though there is a bigger expectation of technological developments on the vehicle side,
there is also some need for infrastructural development of railways. One of the most crucial
infrastructural development needs is Europe-wide implementation of ECTS. The capacity on
the network needed for the increase of the modal split will be made available by implementation
of ETCS on the main corridors, complete by 2030, maybe a couple of years later, if
implementation is enforced (probable scenario), or latest by 2050, when current systems are
outdated, and spare parts or software updates are not available any more. The faster
implementation is done, the earlier the sector will see the benefits. Normally, RUs will typically
enjoy ETCS benefits 10 to 15 years after implementation on the infrastructure.
A further technological development demand on the infrastructure side involves providing
suitable infrastructure for longer trains. Realisation of longer trains will improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of the rail freight system, allowing more efficient operation and an
increase in transport capacity. A full-scale realisation of 740-meter train length throughout
Europe is a must to keep current freight volumes on rail. Infrastructure for 1500m trains will
still be an exception in 2050, new solutions for train-coupling and sharing outside traditional
stations need to be implemented. The SNCF-project "Marathon" provides a good basis for
further developments. "Real" 1500m trains will not be running in Europe even in 2050 due to
lack of 1500m-tracks, but 1500m trains will always be a composition of two 740m train
compositions.
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Loading gauge is another issue that needs serious consideration as the effects of this are
underestimated by IMs and EU bodies (TEN-T corridors). The data base on loading gauges
throughout Europe is incomplete on many corridors from the point of view of RUs and Shippers.
Improvements will be moderate as the real effective measures like allowing double stack
operations for container trains will be limited to some isolated routes, or, will not happen at all.
With that said, a publicly available standard information base and some infrastructure
enhancements to overcome loading gauge bottlenecks for high cubes etc. would be a part of
improving rail freight competitively.

External Challenges:
There are two major external impacts deciding the relevance of rail in future transport systems.
One is the structure and finance organisation of provision of public infrastructure, the second
is the level of external costs reflected in the system costs of freight transport.
In terms of infrastructure, a clear strategy is required that details which infrastructure is
provided for which price. While there is transparency in costs and pricing of rail infrastructure
in most parts of Europe, there is none or only very limited transparency of costs and pricing of
road and inland waterway infrastructure. Even in the case where transparency exists, there
will often be an unfair advantage in favour of other modes.
The mode of transport chosen for freight transport will still be determined by the transport price
in 2030 and 2050. In order to ensure that all modes of transport are competing from the same
base level, it is essential to include external costs fully in infrastructure costs. This is something
that is hardly being done today. A fair pricing model needs to be developed on a European
level for all modes of transport. A turn-around in modal shift to rail will only happen if external
costs are included fully and the provision of rail infrastructure is seen as a public obligation as
opposed to a commercial basis. This needs to occur on all levels from international connections
to sidings in commercial areas. The comparison today can be made with the road sector where
today road or motorways are often free to travel on and rail is commercialised in most cases.
While the political reality and road sector influence will probably limit the integration of external
costs in infrastructure pricing and the provision of rail infrastructure on a comparable basis to
road, by 2030 a fairer level will be realised. This will most likely be increased somewhat by
2050 due to public opinion putting pressure on politics.
Activities on infrastructure pricing and external costs have to be started in the near future on a
European level. The implementation of this needs to be monitored and enforced, as national
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governments tend to be weaker when confronted by road sector lobbying. In addition to this,
national governments sometimes lack the expertise required to develop their rail sector,
although there is existing knowledge on European level which can quite easily be improved
further. Switzerland is a benchmark on how to plan and realise infrastructure. While many other
countries only react on market pressure to improve rail, Switzerland first decides which kind of
freight and passenger system is beneficial for the country and plans and finances accordingly.
The latter improves the situation for the country, the first improves profitability of a few
stakeholders in road transport.
The creation of intramodal competition has not been recognised by the wider public so far,
even in the countries where it exists, there is also no recognition of positive effects resulting
from competition and no support for issues related to competition.
In terms of competition, there are many regulations and laws to control the road sector. But
neither driving times nor weight limits are checked or monitored on a wider basis, and violations
of the regulations and laws are not punished or are lightly punished even when registered. A
close monitoring and enforcement of current regulations in the road sector – to the same extent
as of rail- would already significantly improve competitiveness of rail sector.
Based on the interviews carried out over the course of NEAR2050 it is believed that a modal
split of rail freight measured in train-kilometres of 30% is possible in Europe. This is achievable
if fair market conditions are realised by 2020. Strong efforts are needed to do that; if politics
and/or the sector are reluctant, the 30% level will be reached later. With that said, it will be in
place by 2050 even if politics and the sector do not start improvements by their own.
A realistic goal for freight is that politics may tend to pass a higher percentage of cost reduction
to passenger rail than to freight through access fee systems etc. as passenger rail is more
linked to and favoured by governments than rail freight is.
A full cost reduction down to 50% in rail freight can only be achieved if external factors like
noise, environmental issues, all kinds of emissions, etc. are either taken out of technical
standards, or their costs are covered by public money. However, this is not likely to happen
even in 2050.
The logistics industry is very conservative and reluctant to change. This is due to numerous
reasons. Examples of these are the fact that in general is it relatively difficult to organise a
supply chain, and even more so in terms of rail freight. From this point of view, efforts need to
be made to simplify the rail freight supply chain to make it more competitive with the road
sector.
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A secondary reason for this reluctance to change is that many of the employees in this sector
are low wage employees. As a result, there is less incentive to change or invest in new
innovations as the savings in terms of salaries will be relatively low.
Rail freight does not fit in their current structure. Therefore, a positive picture of rail freight
would be necessary as a first step to start changes in the industry to adopt rail into their
structures. Rail is already a solution for many problems in the logistics business – but it is seen
more of a problem than a solution.

Offers
In any scenario, block trains of any commodity will be existent in 2050, with a trend towards
intermodal solutions which may be a very strong trend covering nearly all commodities. The
structure of terminals will change as more smaller terminals for intermodal services and smaller
rail-port-style terminals will be integrated to current big terminals, and they will be located
closer to supply chains destinations like factories or local distribution centres for consumer
goods.
Automatic transhipment and autonomous shunting will have replaced hump shunting by 2050.
Future freight wagons will be limited to the chassis and containers for loadings will be
independent of these. A strategic development could help to introduce "throw-away-wagons"
to accelerate innovation cycles and allow developments independent from the containers on
the wagons. A wagon like this could cost as little as 20% as current wagons (without container)
and be realised by 2030 or before. Only block trains with fixed wagon-sets for point-to-pointoperation will still have classic wagon constructions, but with automatic couplers. Train sets
like this may well be the driver to have automatic couplers also in other segments of the
industry.
All these developments of new wagons will have to come from the rail sector itself, but they
will only come about, when and where the sector has sufficient confidence in politics to ensure
a fair market environment over a sufficient period to recoup development costs.
The fast process of digitalisation of the logistics sector will support intermodal solutions.
Automatic mega terminals near ports with supply chain IT will make it easier to bundle volumes
to train loads. New transhipment technologies will be developed by 2030 which make
transhipments much more efficient and reduce costs of transhipment compared to current
technologies. Ideas for new standard transhipment technology will be clear by 2030 and
implemented by 2050.
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A further system advantage for rail freight will come from digitalisation. As production/supply
and demand will be known even further in advance than today, it will be made easier for rail
companies to run trains on a more regular basis and fill the trains more consistently than today.
This effect of this will more than off-set an increasing need for more flexibility by transport
companies. Generally, the possibility to synchronise transport flows will give a competitive
advantage to system operators like rail. The challenge for RUs will be to get access to the full
data base required to enable regulated planned flows from many sources. This will have a
large effect on the wagonload business. The more access to these data will be gained by RUs,
the more wagonload business will increase or decrease.
The classical freight car will disappear and be replaced by intermodal solutions. If a balance
between technical standards and freedom to use client-oriented container solutions will be
found, the impact of the change will be positive on freight volume developments.
New freight car concepts will be in place until 2050. First concepts have started with flat
wagons and containers. These will lead to new loading directives. New containers to transport
wood or platform wagons to carry goods show the possibilities in removing bogies from the
load – all highlighting the concept to separate chassis and body. This has recently been
explored in the ViVas project in 20153. This concept will lead to an increase in mileage of
chassis and will improve the utilisation rate of wagons thereby reducing the number of chassis
needed. A higher running performance will lead to better braking systems, e.g. disc brakes,
quieter carriages. Rail cars offer considerable potential for innovation, always having
competitiveness of the rail freight traffic in mind.
In general, longer trains are more relevant than higher axle loads, as longer trains allow the
same level of benefits to be achieved for the sector with much lower investments. Even an
improvement in loading gauges with infrastructure invest would give better cost-benefit-ratios
than an increase of axle loads. Longer trains will be of major relevance to improve efficiency.
As mentioned previously, 740-meter trains are ongoing projects and will be realised, 2x740
meters would lead to major efficiency gains, but international co-ordination between all
stakeholder and TEN-countries will be required to achieve these mega long trains.
Like axle load improvements, loading gauge improvements will be limited to accompanying
measures to improve the length of trains. In long term, an increase of the length of sidings etc

3

http://www.viwas.eu/
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would and will be the most effective and efficient measure to improve train length, however
this will take some time as it requires substantial infrastructural investments. A first step will be
an implementation of 740 m trains which has started and will be complete in 2030. An
implementation of 2x740 m trains has started as a promising pilot and will go into
implementation at 2030. In short term, infrastructural development for longer trains will not be
based on longer tracks in stations and sidings (maybe at some terminals) but will work through
a coupling and decoupling of trains along the line and before stations and sidings. Each unit
will have one (or two) traction units which communicate electronically among each other and
with wagons. The move of technology from track to train and ETCS implementation will make
this development less troublesome to be implemented as some stakeholders see it today. Long
trains will have the major impact on capacity improvements of IMs. In 2050, the long trains will
also be fully equipped with new coupling technologies or will at least be a combination of fix
coupled units of several wagons.
Over the next decades, system costs of railways will be reduced significantly. Energy costs of
the sector in Europe in 2030 will be 30% lower than current costs. This is expected to increase
by another 30% in 2050 compared to 2030 levels with new technologies being implemented.
Maintenance costs in infrastructure and rolling stock have a potential of savings of up to 50%
by 2030. This will be dependent on implementation of more efficient processes (likely), big
data (possibly) and faster innovation cycles and further standardisation (possible, but unlikely
to be implemented on a wider scale). Based on discussion with industry experts, the expected
savings will be 30-40% by 2050. These will develop linearly from today and will include effects
from a higher availability of rolling stock. More important for RUs than a reduction in
maintenance costs would be a standard access fee system with long-term set tariffs.
Specific infrastructure costs, including a higher rate of usage, could well be halved by 2050.
The biggest risk to offset cost reductions by technology are higher costs caused by
administration.
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2.6

Infrastructure

General and core statements
ETCS will be implemented by 2050, with somewhat modified configurations towards a “lower
level, less freedom” standard. There will be less technology on the track side (smart “stupid”
infrastructure), more on the rolling stock. Trains will organise dispatching among themselves,
with technology on board, not by infrastructure-based devices. Axle counters, Track circuits
etc. will disappear. In 2030, infrastructure will be not very different from today, with a mix of
technologies, more ETCS level 2 than today, but far from complete. Awareness to move to
smart “stupid” infrastructure and consolidate into the one lower level standard will only rise in
2030 and lead to implementation between 2030 and 2050.
Cost of infrastructure will decrease moderately (50% for signalling and safety due to smart
stupid infrastructure, but real construction costs will not decrease (but also not increase).
Smart stupid infrastructure (as a visionary objective to be implemented 2050): only tracks,
ballast and switches will remain as infrastructure, but higher axle loads will be allowed.

Needs and demands
All smart devices will be on rolling stock and in dispatching centres, a new level of sensor
technology (all sensors on the trains) will be implemented. Only then Big Data will have real
positive effects on the rail sector.
The separation of Infrastructure and operations will remain, but new models to distinguish
between Infrastructure ownership and infrastructure operations will improve efficiency of IMs
and reduce interface problems. New models will include combination of operation of trains and
infrastructure on lines or networks with only one operator being active (like isolated suburban
networks), and smaller countries will tender out operations of their infrastructure to new
international IM-organisations. The challenge in the first case will be for RUs to re-organise
their processes and include IM knowledge into their organisations, in the latter case the
challenge will be to become international for current nationally organised companies.
Punctuality will increase as failures of Infrastructure will decrease with less complex
technologies (influence stronger where technical intelligence is move from infrastructure to
rolling stock – 2050 -) and with implementation of predictive maintenance for infrastructure
(2030). All levels of delays will be reduced (Primary and secondary delays).
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Further improvement especially for secondary delays will come from automatic dispatching,
which will exist as supportive tool by 2030 and fully automated by 2050 (no human errors any
more in dispatching then).
Axle-load – Higher axle-loads will not be realised (few exceptions possible), as its effect is only
secondary and would rather lead to less axles on trains than to higher efficiency, which would
not increase efficiency for the sector.
Separate railway lines for freight and passenger traffic could have a tremendous effect.
Dividing of traffic has an effect, not only on new high-speed line, even more on normal lines,
due to casing of the existing line. This would lead to more capacity on old lines. Additionally,
less overtaking or braking would be needed and thus less energy consumption. Capacity in
the corridor as a whole is would increase, although corridors don't consider individual lines
When corridors are being looked at, the effects are greater. Separate lines have a greater
impact than a change of the rolling stock.

Offers
The biggest gain in efficiency would be achieved through increased train lengths. This means
increased train lengths of 740m can be reached consistently in/for all European corridors
necessary, that all the TEN-T target values are being reached.
Many infrastructure projects are slowly being implemented, thus economic effects can be
noticed rather late or not at all. Expansion projects need to be accelerated.

2.7

Rolling Stock

General and core statements
Freight rolling stock will achieve new technological levels between 2030 and 2050, with a focus
on the wagons and minor improvements of locomotives. Focus of new wagon technologies will
be based on digitalisation. First step will be a reliable technology to allow wagons to send data.
This will be available by 2022 and implemented with the majority of freight wagons used for
the major transport flows in Europe by 2030. Second step will be based on sophisticated
battery and dynamo technologies which will provide wagon-based energy for moving the single
wagon and support features like monitoring the status of the load. This technology will be
available by 2022 as a prototype, being ready for commercial implementation latest by 2030
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and be fully implemented between 2030 and 2050. Speed of implementation is influenced by
the general move of intelligent systems from infrastructure to Rolling stock which will help to
accelerate this development.

Needs and demands
Power systems – electrified lines will still exist in 2050; Hybrids with electric + “x” technologies
will arrive, where “x” will be more a battery than anything else, as battery technology is already
existing and developing much faster than fuel cell or other solutions. In 2050, all power systems
on rail will be electric, battery or electric + battery. Current efforts in improving battery systems
will pay off also for rail latest from 2030 on.
Major impact to reduce rolling stock is a much easier and faster acceptance and licencing
process within and between countries. This is also a requirement to allow faster innovation
cycles in the Rolling stock sector.
Linear engines or power installations in the track will not be realised in Europe, if ever, only in
new greenfield systems in regions where there is no rail system existing or under construction
today.
Lightweight construction in rolling stock is of interest for new designs. It is still possible to find
further areas where weight can be saved. Aluminium construction has offered many new
possibilities and new designs could be achieved through the implementation of new materials,
such as high-strength steels and laser welding until 2030.
Maintenance of rolling stock will be improved noticeably by implementing remote diagnostics,
and the application of big data possibilities. This offers a wide range of new possibilities ranging
from predictive maintenance and fewer downtime.
Questions on who owns the collected data needs to be clarified and defined. This could be
defined by 2022
Predictive maintenance could be realised and increase availability which leads to a smaller
need for train reserves and a reduction of vehicle specific costs. This would lead to a total
effect, when in place of lowering maintenance costs by 20–30% compared to today.
Maintenance costs are 30% of life cycle costs. These could be reduced by 20–30%
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Improvements in reliability and punctuality can be both easily achieved by 50% with the
technology of today. Market demand helps to reach this by 2022, at least by 2030. The
availability of rolling stock could be at 100% - Motivation to do that among manufactures and
operators must change. Different definitions what availability means and different methods for
measuring train cancellations and maintenance can be changed by transparent standards on
availability which are made public for everybody.

Offers
Use of high-strength steel will lead to differences for regional and long-distance trains. No
decrease of axle loads would be needed, rather an increase in payload would be possible.
Passenger counting systems to show how full the trains are will lead to better projections.
The aim of the EU should continue to be for standardised benchmarks and transparent
processes that will gain acceptance by all. Redundancy concepts and requirements in
regulations regarding reliability will be a part in this.

2.8

Supply Industry

General and core statements
The industry structure will continue to be an oligopoly, but core rail system knowledge will have
moved to IT departments or IT companies.

Needs and demands
The major driver for autonomous vehicles will be operation costs. Increased capacity is a side
effect where capacity increases through autonomous driving on a track-by-track basis will be
much lower than 50%.
A 50% increase of capacity will not be achieved by autonomous driving on a same track basis
but, e.g., by segregation of tracks between high-speed passenger (250-300 km/h) and freight
(120 km/h-140 km/h), with other passenger trains allocated to the segregated lines according
to timetable patterns and passenger station infrastructure.
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Offers
The technical improvements will lead to simple vehicles and will run autonomously. The supply
industry will offer a more complete, one-stop-shop solutions for the customers.

2.9

Legal and Regulatory Framework

General and core statements
By making suggestions to the EU to accelerate an ETCS implementation, this could be realised
by 2030. The installation of a working group to help real standardisation of infrastructure,
operation rules and rolling stock would be needed.

Needs and demands
Giving real power to the various working groups would be key to enforce implementation of
defined standards. Financing of costs of adjusting existing rolling stock are needed. In addition
to this, the implementing of new technologies should be strictly on agreed standards for all
parts (infrastructure, operation rules, rolling stock).
A change of time planning from a date when migration must be finished to a date when
countries need to have their infrastructure ready for migration would be crucial.
These activities should begin right now to enable an implementation along TEN T and RFC
corridors by 2030. With current policies, implementation will last until 2050.
Standardisation will be successful if it is realistic and reasonable standards are developed first,
followed by an implementation with start of implementation only when major stakeholders have
agreed on it. This provides the challenge to the rail sector to find structures and processes
which allow a much faster development, implementation, and adjustment of standards to allow
the use of technical innovations for the rail sector much earlier than in current structures.
Standardisation of regulations will have the biggest impact in the sector. A uniformity of
regulations is a reason for high efficiency. More reasonable and logical regulations could be
achieved by 2030 to reduce the many sources and the multiple ways to interpret regulations.
A possible solution could be a pool of rules.
In addition to this. standards (minimum requirements) are getting more complicated while
contradictions in these have to be resolved to gain efficiency in rolling stock.
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National regulations and interoperability are often difficult to combine, especially the
standardisation and approval processes. There is a strong possibility to improve this until 2022.
Access Fees – A homogenisation of access fee levels and access fee structure and logic are
necessary to allow RUs to calculate more competitive prices to the clients and have more
stable internal business plans. It is time to have a research project to look into the kind and
level of negative consequences of inhomogeneous access fee systems for the sector in
Europe.

Offers
The norms and regulations of the European Railway Agency (ERA) take over all national
approvals until 2022. This will hinder the development of incompatible systems, which has
been a problem in the past.
Societies will move more to general positive attitudes towards sustainable and safe transport
solutions. This will increase the readiness of societies to finance rail solutions. Most segments
of rail will still not be viable on a pure economic basis (which will continue to be true for all
other modes, too, if all infrastructure costs are included). Including external costs, rail will be
the only mode with an economic basis. More probable, the inclusion of eternal costs will not
rise prices on the same level but will help rail in the intermodal competition both on public
budget and on somewhat higher price of road. Public support will also be available for some
freight solutions like wagonload business.
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3 Conclusions
One of the main outcomes of the interviews shows that challenges up until 2050 vary among
the different stakeholders. Long-distance and high-speed have to cope with strong competition
from other modes. In the metropolitan sector, in order to fulfil capacity demands, major capital
investments in infrastructure are required until the year 2030. For example, the realisation of
city tunnels will bring new challenges in terms of technology and project financing.
In the freight sector, the trend towards inter-modal will continue. This is a strong development
of the intermodal sector, far outreaching the current role of intermodal on rail. Besides some
specific point-to-point bulk movements, all other rail freight will be intermodal. This has several
implications on a range of aspects and stakeholders and leads to a couple of crucial issue
which will decide about future rail’s modal split.
Further efforts are needed to make smaller than block train or wagon-loads also attractive on
rail and to strengthen the last mile services offered by rail. New shunting and transhipment
solutions and the realisation of decentralised transport systems will help to achieve this.

3.1

Local-, regional passenger rail services

Among the passenger rail services, there are differences between metropolitan and rural areas
with regards to future challenges.

3.1.1

Metropolitan Areas

The railway system is and will remain the only system, which can provide and handle the
capacity needs of the passenger services. Metropolitan rail services will come under more and
more pressure in the coming decades where the services will also be required to reach the
outer regions of metropolitan areas as well.
In most cases, there is currently a demand for higher capacity today (both in terms of
infrastructure capacity and on-board capacity) and in many cases this capacity cannot be
provided with current technologies and restrictions. As urbanisation rates continues to increase
the demands on metropolitan systems will continue to grow. With centralised points being the
areas that see high growth levels and these areas also being the locations to which passengers
wish to travel. As such, advancements will have to be brought into these systems to allow
trains to run closer together, carry more passengers, travel at higher frequency etc.
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3.1.2

Rural Areas

With current practices, rural rail services are largely set to end. The population density to carry
on operating expensive rail services to rural areas does not exist at high enough levels under
normal circumstances. The future of rail services in rural areas largely depends on the
competitive offer that road services can provide. Autonomous bus systems with appropriate
flexibility, along with autonomous cars – when they are reliable and not more expensive – will
offer massive competition to the rail sector.
These development in the road sector also offer potential opportunities for the rail sector if they
are taken on board correctly. With the correct cooperation models autonomous transport
modes can offer a link between regional areas and the rural stations, and in doing so maintain
a high enough level of ridership that rail operations can be continued. This will only be
successful if the rail offer is low cost for the operator and customer and stay up to date through
providing the amenities that customers will require in the coming decades.
A further potential opportunity for the rail sector is that operators take on the role of rural
transport provider through offering the autonomous transport services themselves. In this they
have the opportunity of taking all services in hand and provide operations under one brand,
one name, and one ticketing structure, although by 2050 issues with multiple ticketing
structures should be solved.

3.2

Long-distance Passenger/High-speed Rail

Passenger services for long-distance travels and high-speed rail will be still in existence in
2050. Continued growth is to be expected and the rail sector will offer competitive services
against the air industry for travelling times up to four or five hours. The limit here will also be
influenced by the offers that are available on-board the future rolling stock. Examples of these
are currently being put in place by Deutsche Bahn in the form of their Ideenzug4. The ideas for
the Ideenzug project have been developed together with manufacturers and input from various
focus groups consisting of passengers.

4

Deutsche Bahn Ideenzug:

https://www.deutschebahn.com/de/presse/suche_Medienpakete/medienpaket_ideenzug-1203902
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Further advancements in the long-distance and high-speed rail services can be obtained when
some separation of high-speed, regional, and freight services can be made.
The main competition for rail services are the emerging long-distance bus connections and
airline services. The addition of FlixTrain/FlixBus5 to the German market gives an indication as
to what such services can potentially offer with one provider offering integrated long-distance
bus and train services at low prices

3.3

Freight Services

There is a clear trend at shippers, railway undertakings and wagon manufacturers to move
from classic wagons to intermodal solutions. This process has already started and will be in
peak development by 2030 and by 2050 it is expected that a nearly complete split between
chassis and container will be completed. Only wagons for specific point to point transports like
specific bulk products may have integrated wagons as today. The split between chassis and
container will result in a much higher utilisation of wagons from some 30,000 km p.a. to
150,000 km p.a. or more. The higher usage will improve the economical basis to invest in smart
technologies on the wagons, which is one of the requirements of improved competitiveness of
rail freight in the future.
A new model for wagon load or less-than-wagonload transports is needed to increase modal
split of rail freight. A new modal can consist of autonomous moving rail wagons for shunting (a
realistic expectation), transhipment of containers from wagon-to-wagon (a realistic
expectation), much more de-centralised and smaller terminals than today (a possible
expectation) and last-mile-distribution by autonomous road vehicles (a realistic expectation).
Several of these options will be developed, designed, and tested between now and 2030. By
2050 a clear trend will be identified for future single wagon load operations.
Focusing on the last-mile, autonomous electric vehicles will be utilised for transporting
containers or part load containers. These will be much easier to realise for shorter distances
such as in the case of de-centralised terminals to the destination than from central terminals
of anything between 10 and 50 kms away from the shippers’ locations.

5

FlixTrain and FlixBus make up the low cost FlixMobility offer that is provided in Germany and throughout Europe.
FlixBus commenced operations in 2013 with FlixTrain following in March 2018.
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3.4

Supply Industry

The European railway supply industry supplies over half of the worldwide production of rail
equipment and services. In terms of the production of equipment for high-speed services and
urban services it is a global leader. It is also one of the main driving forces of the European
economy. In terms of employment, the European rail supply industry accounts for
approximately 400,000 direct and indirect jobs throughout Europe6. These are added to the
more than 1,600,000 workers employed by European infrastructure managers and railway
operating companies7. In addition to this, employment from urban railway operators is at least
as important.
The rail supply industry has a lot of issues facing it over the next years. For these to be
overcome, greater clarity of the projected demand in terms of both high and low points will be
required so that resources can be planned appropriately.
Some of the key factors affecting the future supply industry include:

Energy, environment and climate issues
There is growing urgency for the transport sector to mitigate its negative impact on the
environment. Greenhouse gas emissions must be clearly reduced to keep the consequences
of climate change at a minimum for both humans and for nature. The European Commission’s
White Paper for Transport8 sets out the requirements that the transport industry needs to reach
over the next decades. In addition to this the Climate and Energy Package9 that sets a target
of reducing GHG emissions in the EU by 20% with respect to 1990.
These policies have two noticeable impacts on the rail sector. The first can be seen in the
attention that the rail sector receives as it is, in comparison to other transport modes, relatively
environmentally friendly. In addition to this, the rising energy costs will trigger a demand for

6

Source UNIFE, 2011

7

Source CER alone estimates that its members employ 1,629,652 workers in the 2017 Annual Report.

8

WHITE PAPER Roadmap to a Single European Transport Area – Towards a competitive and resource efficient
transport system, 2011

9

Directive 2009/29/EC, Decision 406/2009/EC, Directive 2009/28/EC and Directive 2009/31/EC.
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more energy efficient rail-based transport. The second point impact is also tied to this in that
future technological developments will increase the energy efficiency of rail transport.

Urbanisation and urban sprawl
Urbanisation is expected to continue both within Europe and around the world. This has been
the clear trend for the last decades and there are no indications that this will change in the
future. It is estimated that by 2030, 80 per cent of the world’s population will already be living
in cities. Providing public transport to increasing urban populations, while also offering the
services that passengers expect will be a major challenge for policy makers, planners and
transport. Providing these services will have to be carefully balanced with the various
environmental concerns, space limitations and congestion.

Population and economic growth and mobility
Population growth and greater economic development mean more mobility and more transport.
Both are expected to grow in the coming decade, but at different growth rates across the globe.
Population growth will occur in Africa, Asia and Latin America, whilst growth in the EU and
Northern America will be modest. The world population is expected to exceed 9 billion by
205010.
Economic growth is even more important for the development of transport demand. Although
it may be temporarily halted by economic crises predominantly in Europe, the US and Japan,
economic growth in these regions is expected to recover in the coming years, whilst at the
same time much stronger economic growth is expected in various developing countries e.g.
China and India.
There is a firm relation between GDP development and transport. As a result of this, the
development of new and extended transport systems is expected to grow much faster outside
Europe than within Europe. EU external trade and transport are likely to keep growing rapidly
in the coming years11. It is expected that the need and investments for transport equipment
and infrastructure will follow a similar pattern. More importantly, as transport markets outside

10

United Nations Population Division (2017): World Population Prospects: The 2017 Revision.

11

COM(2009) 279 final.
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the EU continue to develop, it is expected that global competition will also increase further in
line with the competition that is seen especially from China at the moment.

Ageing
A trend that will continue in the coming decades is the ageing of the European population. Both
the median age and the share of people aged 65 or older are expected to grow. An ageing
society will place more emphasis on the provision of transport services involving a high level
of perceived security and reliability, and which feature appropriate solutions for users with
reduced mobility12. In addition to this, as more people will retire from the workforce this may
lead to a shortage of skilled workers in the transport and manufacturing industry. This shortage
will have to be made up by technology whether that be automation or some other method.
In light of these challenges it is difficult to predict in what direction the supply industry will
develop. Responsibilities between the various stakeholders will be shifted, e.g. manufacturers
which need to be able to carry out maintenance and thus also need a good understanding of
rail operations or rail operators which need to develop in-house IT-expertise to tackle the needs
of the digitalisation. There will, for example, be shippers who design their own containers which
suit market needs.
It is expected that in the next decades the supply industry will continue to be an oligopoly,
however more and more smaller companies are having an impact. Again, this will be seen
particularly in the area of IT and as a result it is being seen that but core rail system knowledge
is moving to IT departments or IT companies.
The development of the industry is expected to grow consistently however it remains to be
seen what industries will remain or what will be taken over or amalgamated into other
industries. As mentioned elsewhere in the report, changes such as transferring the IT from the
infrastructure to the rolling stock are expected. To cope with these changes and those put
forward by the new digitalisation topics it is expected that new companies will also be founded.
It cannot be foreseen today who will be loser or winner.

12

COM(2009) 279 final.
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The following sub-sections focus on the rolling stock, infrastructure and technology industries
to give particular examples.

3.4.1

Rolling Stock

Regarding drive train technology, by the year 2050, no more diesel-powered locomotives will
be in use. Various drive train alternative will be on the market by 2030, including fuel cell,
hybrid and battery powered solutions. Tests are ongoing with these new technologies and by
the year 2030, stakeholders will know which of these solutions are the most suitable ones for
the railway sector. In the area of high-speed and high-frequency railways, catenary will still be
the best possible technical solution.
In terms of freight, a basic implication on rolling stock and operations will be the nearly
complete split between the basic wagon frame and the container which holds the goods. This
split will enable a supply chain where the reliable container will go much closer to the end
customer that where the classic freight wagons usually can.
Wagon utilisation will be dramatically increased. The basic wagon will be used – like today’s
typical intermodal wagon – almost straight away after transhipping containers. The current
difference of usability of wagons of some 30.000-60.000 kms p.a. for a classical wagon and
100.000 – 200.000 kms for intermodal wagons will move towards the upper end of the range
for the whole fleet. This increase in utilisation will offer large cost benefits for all stakeholders.
In addition to this, this drastic increase of fleet efficiency will have direct impact on the
economies of investment in digital solutions like tracking and tracing, predictive maintenance
and equipment for autonomous shunting.

3.4.2

Infrastructure

In general, intelligent technology for infrastructure will be transferred towards to the rolling
stock. Trains will be equipped with more sensors, trains will be able to control and
communicate between each other with the guiding of a control centre. All of this will lead to a
wide range of innovation improvements due to rolling stock needing to be updated more often
than traditional infrastructure.
The lengthening of all trains to some 740 meters will also be a condition for future rail traffic,
but it is widely expected that this will happen along the major freight corridors. An extra boost
would be the further lengthening of trains to something like 2 x 700-meter-long trains for the
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longer part of the rail transport without a need to lengthen sidings and station tracks to more
than the 740 meters of existing and planned upgrades. A realisation of long-train-concepts is
expected to become possible by combining and splitting trains on the main tracks, maybe even
while moving. A secondary bonus would be by increasing axle loads to 25t, especially for
containerised bulk transports. Nevertheless, the essential infrastructure issue is the realisation
of long and very long train concepts, axle load would be an additional bonus, which is not really
be counted on by the sector.
A possible development, albeit one that is not seen as probable by the sector but still promising
even if realised only on some segments of the European rail network – is the division of
infrastructure specifically for freight, high-speed and other passenger services. This split would
maximise capacity, enable very long trains with higher axle loads and potentially offer much
lower costs than in a combined network. The reality of capital investment plans and public
resistance to construction in the densely populated areas of Europe is seen as a major barrier
to realisation of the idea of a transport specific rail infrastructure.

3.4.3

Technology

New technologies which are reasonable from a technical standpoint should be introduced and
implemented. This technology is often already in existence.
Innovation cycles in terms of new technologies need to be reduced/shortened. This can be
achieved by supporting lighthouse projects instead of wide-spread basic research. Locations
for those lighthouse projects should be focused on shippers, passenger rail services, last mile
and final distribution. Industrial and port railways would also be suitable test locations as would
public transit authorities, which have intermodal responsibilities e.g. busses and taxi.
Focusing on the freight market, the earlier autonomous shunting of wagons can get realised,
the more efficient it will be to realise operation plans which serve decentralised terminals within
cities or production site. The more decentralised terminals will be served, the higher the modal
split of rail will be – both as the rail part of a journey increases and as transport between
decentralised terminals can be realised by rail which would be on road otherwise.
The realisation of both autonomous shunting and autonomous last mile solutions will lead to a
huge increase of rail’s modal split, while the lack of realisation would reduce modal spilt
basically to current intermodal traffic volumes.
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Also, essential, but fully expected, is the full network-wide realisation of ETCS levels higher
than level 1, and generally a full implementation of EU’s regulatory and technical standards.
Technical standards also need to be permanently adapted to technological developments like
autonomous shunting and driving and digitally equipped wagons, which is also widely expected
to be done as needed.
In order to aid the success of the railways, a certain economy of scale or critical mass is needed
across the European rail sector. This can be achieved through developing and implementing
common standards with regards to interoperability, through eliminating the duplication of
similar standards at a national level that can be better dealt with at a higher EU level,
particularly in the case of standardisation, safety certification, and safety authorisations etc.
The rail sector has a lot of work to do before it finds itself on a level playing field with other
transport modes. All of the numerous legacy systems that exist throughout Europe and the
national standards that are often times incompatible are a massive hindrance to achieving a
more efficient and effective rail system in Europe. These tend to delay and inhibit innovation,
increase the effort needed for procurement and drive up the overall administration costs. These
impediments all have the final effect of making the rail sector less attractive for all stakeholders.
Over the course on NEAR2050 an interesting comparison was made with the aviation industry.
This highlighted where in the aviation industry an aircraft once licenced can fly anywhere in
the world. It also showed the standardisation that exists in the industry. Regardless of the
airline, the aircraft is mostly the same with the individuality that the customer encounters
coming from the interior design put in place by the airline.
Compare this to a train that has been specified to operate on a public transport scheme in any
European country. Often these specifications are so strict, that the rolling stock may not be
able to operate on a different public transport scheme within the same country, never mind in
a secondary country.
This wide array of standards also has a knock-on effect with regards to financing. When a
financial institution finances an aircraft and there is a downturn on a local market then the
aircraft can be put into operation on another route or in another continent ensuring that the
financial institution always has a cash flow that it can rely on in order to ensure that repayments
can be made. This is obviously not the case in the case in the rail sector where because of the
varying standards rolling stock (in particular for the passenger market) is often limited to the
routes for which it was originally intended.
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In order to ensure that standardisation goes forward at a European level more efforts and time,
over and above what the EU and ERA have input, are required. Further efforts to ensure that
the rail sector is placed in charge of its own requirements are needed. This needs to be
ensured at a European level and should be driven to ensure that the former national standards
are superseded.
To ensure that the current trends in the rail sector (as well as in other sectors) are brought
forward in an appropriate manner, it is a requirement that from a technical and market
development standpoint, the supporting regulation is organised at a European level with the
ground level standardisation driven by for the sector by the sector with a business-led approach

3.5

Legal and Regulatory Framework

In the processes of political decision making, the financing of rail services must be considered.
In addition to this the external effects, such as sustainability, and environmental issues, and
societal costs need to be incorporated into all modes of transport so that a fair comparison can
be made. This will help the railway sector and increase the willingness to finance rail with the
help of public funding.
In addition to this proper funding of the rail sector will be a requirement for the rail system to
succeed. Current issues already give an indication as to how the market reacts to requirements
that are put in place through regulations and high-level decisions.
The example of quiet brakes on rail cars is a current topic. This is important for the acceptance
of rail freight by the general public, but for the operator itself there is no additional benefit and
no additional income from these. From the operators’ side there is only additional costs. These
increased costs cannot be forwarded to the shipper or end customer or the rail sector will lose
all competitiveness against the road sector in particular. This is important, as if smaller private
companies wish or are required to install these on rolling stock, they will need financing. The
financing institutions will look at the cash flow to come from this innovation to get an indication
as to the risk that the bank will be taking on. This is something they will be reluctant to finance
when no additional cash flow or revenue streams come from the additions of silent brakes.
This topic is currently particularly important for the freight sector but will become more and
more important for the passenger sector as more private operators become active in the
market. A similar problem is seen from the passenger traffic point of view. In this case the
same investment is needed to install silent brakes, however there is zero improvement to the
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service that the operator can charge additional fares for. The trains will not go from A to B any
faster.
While there is some support given to operators in terms of lower track access charges and
subsidies these need to be at a level where the operator can remain competitive.
The roll out of ERTMS is a similar topic. The costs of implementing this on both the
infrastructure and rolling stock side is extremely high and has enormous knock-on effects for
infrastructure managers and operators with limited short-term benefits for them. Once again,
this is an area where support from national and European organisations will be required,
With regards to the EU, the main scope are areas of activities are still suitable and these are
not expected to change dramatically in the next decades. What will be of vital importance is
that the implementation of regulations is followed by EU institution in a consistent manner. The
better this is done, the higher will be the modal shift in favour of rail.
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Annex I
Forecasted trends to 2050
Area
Local-, regional
passenger rail
services

Trend

Centralisation and urbanisation will increase in the next years and with
that rail remains the only system to provide the required capacity
Metropolitan
Areas

Capacity issues will increase in the next decades
Advancements will be needed to increase line and train capacity
Extensive capital investments will be required by 2030 at the latest

Rural Areas

Urbanisation will continue reducing further the population density in
rural areas
Rural services will continue to be discontinued with the exception of
those that provide some form of commuter service.
Autonomous systems will increase pressure on the rail system
Some services will however be supported through cooperation with
autonomous systems
Rail operators have the opportunity to take on the operation of rural
autonomous services themselves

Long-distance
Passenger/Highspeed Rail

Long-distance traffic to continue to grow

This will provide strong competition to the air industry on journeys of
four to five hours
For journey times of up to 4 hours, rail could become the dominant
mode where the services are in place
Separation of long-distance services from passenger or freight
services will improve services further
Long-distance bus services will continue to provide strong competition
New rolling stock design will make services more attractive
On-board services will also increase to cater to the demands of
travellers
Freight Services

Trend to containerisation and intermodality will continue
Certain point-to-point services will remain for certain commodities and
wagon types will remain
New models for wagonload transport will be developed to ensure its
survival
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Area

Trend
Increased utilisation of wagons will lead to increased investment in
smart technologies on the wagons
Autonomous shunting and last-mile distribution will be rolled out
Automated transhipment in terminals will be developed and rolled out
Decentralised terminals will be developed
The future modal split will depend to a large extent on the speed at
which autonomation and decentralised terminals are rolled out
Noise will remain an ongoing problem with new technologies and
measures being put in place to deal with it

Rolling Stock

Diesel powered locomotives will be phased out and removed by 2050.
The new power source will be defined by 2030. Until then there will be
strong competition between different types
Catenary will remain the best solutions for high-speed/frequent
services
Wagon utilisation and fleet efficiency will increase dramatically
Increased investment in digital solutions will also be commonplace
Lightweight materials will continue to be developed and rolled out in
new designs
Through full use of big data, preventative maintenance will become
possible with advances in remote diagnostics

Infrastructure

ETCS will continue to be rolled out leaning towards a "lower level, less
freedom" standard
Technology currently on the infrastructure will be transferred towards
the rolling stock
Punctuality will increase due to less complex infrastructure
Infrastructure on main corridors will be adjusted to cater for 740m
trains.
2 x 700-metre trains will be possible on certain lines without the need
for massive investment
An increase in axel loads to 25t may also be expected but secondary
to longer trains.
Division of infrastructure for high-speed, freight and passenger
services are to be expected on some routes.

Technology

Automated dispatching will become common
The rail supply industry will continue to be an oligopoly. The
successful companies in the future will be the suppliers that gain new
competencies the fastest
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Area

Trend
Technology that is already available should be implemented
The availability of autonomous shunting and last-mile solutions will
increase within the freight sector
Realisation of ETCS
Implementation of EU regulations and standards
3-d printing will become more common especially where short notice
parts are needed
The roll out of technology will provide more information from rolling
stock ranging from accurate ETAs to diagnostic data

Legal and
Regulatory
Framework

Alternative fuels will become more common
Implementation of EU regulations and standards with more pressure
coming from the EU
Support to operators for retrofitting rolling stock will be provided.
Societies will have a more positive attitude to rail transport
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Annex II
Needs of various actors
Work Package 3 (Deliverable 3.3) has focused on developing the needs of passengers in the
future. These have an impact on a number of actors in terms of the offers and services that
need to be put in place and the related challenges that these actors will face in providing these.
A ranking of these is detailed in Table 3 with complete background given in D3.3.

Table 3: Passenger needs and impacted actors

Passenger Need

Further impact on

Fares (Fare policy, discounts, low cost

• Rail operating company

services…)

• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)
• Infrastructure Managers (Track Access
Charges)

Frequency of services

• Rail operating company
• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)
• Infrastructure Managers (Track Access
Charges)

Travel Time

• Rail operating company
• Infrastructure Managers
• Central Government

Connections with interurban transport at the

• Rail operating company

station (both for access and arrival)

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Infrastructure Managers (relating to rail
transport)
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)
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Passenger Need

Further impact on

Connections with urban transport at the

• Rail operating company

station (both for access and arrival)

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Infrastructure Managers (relating to rail
transport)
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)

On board information (connections and

• Rail Operating Company(s)

transfers, stops, incidents…)

• Competing modes
• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)
• Train Designers/Manufacturers
• Infrastructure Managers

Information about urban Transport

• Rail operating company

connections at the station

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Infrastructure Managers (relating to rail
transport)
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)
• Station owner/operator

On board comfort (comfortable seats,

• Rail Operating Company

ergonomics, on board services)

• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)
• Train Designers/Manufacturers
• (Secondary impact on Infrastructure
Managers relating to the overall
condition of the permanent way)

Location of the station near city centre

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)
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Passenger Need

Further impact on

Ease of ticket purchase (more sale points,

• Rail operating company

vending machines, online purchase…)

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)

Transfer time from one train to another

• Rail operating company
• Local/Regional Authorities
• Infrastructure Manager

Security (on board against accidents)

• Rail operating company
• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)

Travel time to get to the station

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)

Information about interurban Transport

• Rail operating company

connections at the station

• Local/Regional Authorities
• Infrastructure Managers (relating to rail
transport)
• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)
• Station owner/operator

Ticketing system (electronic ticket,

• Rail operating company

integrated ticket with other transport

• Local/Regional Authorities

systems…)

• Other public transport operators (relating
to Bus/Tram services)

Information to access the station

• Station owner (IM etc)
• Rail operating company
• Local/Regional Authorities
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Passenger Need

Further impact on

Accessibility for people with reduced

• Station owner (IM etc)

mobility

• Rail operating company
• Local/Regional Authorities

On board services (restaurant, sleeper-cars,

• Rail operating company

crèche, silent cars, Wi-Fi, plugs…)

• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)

Security (police controls at the stations,

• Central Government

luggage control…)

• EU
• Station Owner
• Local/Regional Authorities (enforced
through PSO requirements)

Possibility of carrying luggage with no

• Rail operating company

weight limitation
Duration of the security controls when

• Station Owner/operator

accessing the train (luggage control)

• 3rd party security requirements

Seat reservation

• Rail operating company

Bicycle parking availability at the station

• Station Owner/operator
• Local/Regional Authority

Possibility of carrying bikes on board

• Rail operating company
• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)

Car parking availability at the station

• Station Owner
• Local/Regional Authority

Services in local language and in English

• Rail operating company

(information and services available in

• Local/Regional Authorities (Local

multiple languages)

tourism industry)
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Passenger Need

Further impact on

Environmental policy of the company

• Rail operating company

On board service segregation (1st and 2nd

• Rail operating company

class)

• Competing modes
• Local/Regional Authorities (relating to
Public Service Obligations if in force)

Possibility of carrying pets on board

• Rail operating company

Information about activities at the

• Local/Regional Authorities (Local

destination (Economy, leisure, services in

tourism industry)

destination…)
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Table 4: Freight needs and impacted actors

Freight Need
Infrastructure capacity increases

Further impact on
• Infrastructure Manager (through
infrastructure improvement)
• National Government (through
infrastructure improvement &
implementation of regulations)
• Local/Regional Authorities (through
infrastructure improvement)
• EU/ERA/other high-level institutes
(through development and rolling out of
regulations)
• Railway Undertakings (through
implementation of on-board technology)
• Rolling stock manufacturers (through
implementation of on-board technology)

Roll out of autonomous systems

• National Government (through
development & implementation of
regulations)
• Local/Regional Authorities (through
development & implementation of
regulations)
• EU/ERA/other high-level institutes
(through development & implementation
of regulations)
• Railway Undertakings
• Rolling stock manufacturers
• Research centres
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Development of business models

• Railway Undertakings (to develop new
cooperation models)
• EU/other high-level institutes (to support
the early implementation and testing of
new ideas through demonstrators)

Roll out of “smart wagons”

• Railway Undertakings
• Rolling stock manufacturers
• EU/other high-level institutes (to support
the early implementation and testing of
new ideas through demonstrators)

Further implementation of Europe-wide
standards to increase interoperability

• EU/other high-level institutes
• Rolling stock manufacturers
• Railway Undertakings
• Infrastructure Managers
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4 Annex III
Minutes of Meeting of the workshops

4.1

Rolling stock

Date:

Dec. 13 th 2016

Location:

Dessau, Germany

Work Package:

WP2

Attendees
Name

Company

Wolf-Dietrich Geitz

Railistics GmbH

Philipp Stroh

Railistics GmbH

Janis Vitins

Railistics GmbH

Guido Huke

Railistics GmbH

Markus Havermann

Railistics GmbH

Andre Zeckzer

Railistics GmbH
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Content
Axle-loads
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimal selection of the permitted axle loads
Allowed axle load is also dependent on speed
e.g. axle load of 16t of a high-speed train equals 22t on a standard main line due to static and
dynamic forces
Axle load of 25t possible, 22,5t for whole Europe most reasonable value will most likely not
change for whole Europe
Separation of the different types of traffic
Why axle load limit of 22,5t?
If separation of freight and passengers, why not increase axle load?
Resulting in more capacity, e.g. double-deck coaches, bi-level carriages (duplex trains)
Double-deck coaches strong trend for increasing capacity
Increase in payload ranging from 30–200%
Standard passenger trains not likely to be suited for axle loads above 20t. More suitable for
double-deck coaches.
When increasing axle load, more efficiency?
Possible solution for areas with capacity problems: higher axle load in high frequent areas
Which areas and passenger flows?

Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The better the infrastructure is fitted to the transport purpose, the more efficient and costeffective it is.
Passenger traffic, InterCity and high-speed trains, run on same tracks
Track wear, engine and wagons, track friendly bogies, LEILA bogies
Y-Value: Wear and tear between wheel and track
new developments of bogey, e.g. use in South Africa, Scheffel-bogies
Infrastructure, Life-cycle costs, only re-profiling needed
Track access charges, planning certainty
Needed for railway undertaking (RU)
Wagon lessor (investor)

What is needed for the infrastructure manager?
Cost transparency, which type of bogie causes what level of wear? Adjusting track access charges
accordingly

Individual track access charges
•

Relation of track access charges, possible due to assignment of single vehicles, use of big data,
wear and tear of vehicles and infrastructure possible

Boundaries/Limits of current technology
•
•

Lightweight construction, only 5–10%, wind forces are the limiting factor
Lightweight construction and riding comfort

Efficiency
•

biggest gain in efficiency through increased train lengths
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increased train lengths mean 750m can be reached consistently in/for all European corridors.
It is necessary, that all the TEN-T target values are being reached
Separate railway lines for freight and passenger traffic
Dividing of traffic has an effect, not only on new high-speed line, even more on normal line,
due to casing of the existing line, overproportioned more capacity on old line
e.g. in Germany: Hannover–Würzburg, long distance trains run-on high-speed line, more
capacity for freight trains, less overtaking, less energy consumption
Capacity in the corridor as a whole is very positive
Corridors don't consider individual lines
When corridors are being looked at, greater effects
Separate lines have a greater impact than changes on rolling stock.
Many infrastructure projects are slowly implemented, thus economic effects can be noticed
rather late or not at all. Expansion projects need to be accelerated.
How can wagon load traffic be improved?
Additional line only for freight to avoid extra costs for a separate high-speed line
If freight and passenger trains are on separate lines, less braking would be necessary
Separation of high frequent lines, by pass
e.g. Line on right side of Rhine river (Wiesbaden-Ost – Neuwied – Köln-Remberg)
needs national development plans
Planning law has to be changed
Breaking-up of traffic, separation, axle load
Axle load: preparation of infrastructure, step-by-step and after increasing axle loads
Infrastructure: Axle loads, bridges, etc.?
Could double stack container wagons be used in theory?
Capacity increase of freight trains? E.g. Modalohr, point-to-point
Extension of the TEN-T –Corridor to 740, 750m train length

Free float
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure project from DB Netz could be used for all IMs
10% energy saving possible, Energy costs are 20% of total costs
ideal databases would be ETCS, has all data needed
with help of Big Data great improvements possible, were not available when project started
different targets, max punctuality, max train numbers, max number of passengers or tonnes
energy saving
20% of total costs of a railway are energy costs, LCC-costs down
driver’s assistance systems not helpful
total operations of interest
how much savings possible?
Big-Data application!

Rail Freight
•
•

Retention/upkeep of single wagon loads important to keep rail freight services. To achieve
this, new technical and operative concepts needed.
Capacities and speeds, e.g. below 200 km/h, more trains on the same line, partial break-up

Improvement of single wagons
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•
•
•
•

use of hybrid solutions for wagons
Enhancement of dual-mode locomotives
automated coupling
batteries possible for shunting use

Connecting of ports
• Has to be improved, more efficient on rail, dual mode, last mile, room for improvement, effect
on logistics can be massive to increase traffic and bring more goods on trains instead of road

Coupling
•
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic coupling not feasible
if regulated, yes
automatic possible with linear motor
Norway, different concept, only container trains, containers are reloaded, trains are fixed
No coupling
fixed train units

Freight wagon diagnostic
•
•
•
•

effects of Big Data
easier maintenance
Rad-Schiene Verschleiß
Zugbildung einfacher, da einfachere Automatisierung

Wagon load
• current discussion: wagon load vs. inter-modal
• coming trend: inter-modal transport in wagon load

Autonomous single wagon, electric
• e.g. linear motor in harbour

Rolling Stock
• Impact due to improvements in rolling stock rather small, line improvements have greater
impact
• Crash standards, use of lightweight materials e.g. Traxx engines, not substantially more
expensive, 2–5%, no weight increase, crash optimizations
• When separate tracks, crash standards still relevant? Railway crossings
• Shorter trains, more capacity, 1,5–2m extra in length due to crash standards,
• locomotives and local/regional trains have different standards, crash standards, etc.
• Axle loads, cost differences, more material needed if higher axle loads, more mass
• Clearance gauge, coaches of 26m in length?
• e.g. Paris, Magenta, special, increased clearance gauge, double-deck and special clearance
gauge, larger doors, no “walk-through” trains
• Commuter trains: regaining of kinetic energy, energy recuperation

Energy recovery
• save up to 40% of energy, freight trains, Tested in Switzerland, Chiasso,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Braking energy, up to which amount can it be recovered? Up to 80% possible, train has to be
set up correctly and must be homogeneous, otherwise danger of derailment, 300kN braking
force, standard 150kN, optimum for every train has to be determined
Recuperation has to be determined for every train
Today only 20% is being used
Today 20%
Max 40% possible due to regulations
80% could be used if regulations would be differentiated

Due to differentiation between types of trains 40% could be used. 80% recuperation is the technical
boundary.
change of regulations could
Rolling Stock – Lightweight construction
•
•
•
•
•
•

In which areas, could weight be cut down?
Lightweight design has reached certain limits, until now aluminium construction, newer
materials, e.g. high-strength steel, laser welding, increased strength
Use of high-strength steel could lead to improvements
Use of high-strength steel, differences for regional and long-distance trains
No decrease of axle loads, rather increase in payload
Negative aspects of lightweight construction: acoustics, maintenance, durability, sound
barriers

Rolling Stock - Maintenance
Remote diagnosis, maintenance
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Big Data possibilities offer wide range of new possibilities
Predictive maintenances
Who owns the data – needs to be clarified
Data ownership needs to be defined, could be defined by 2022
Effect, predictive maintenance could be realised,
increase availability
smaller need for train reserve
vehicle specific costs will be reduced
total effect, when in effect, maintenance costs go down by 20–30% compared to today
Maintenance costs 30% of LCC, could be reduced by 20–30%
Remote diagnostics, after warranty has ended, DB turns it off
Chances of predictive maintenance
25–30 status data parameters such as increase reliability and availability, when exact break
downs are known – use for Big-Data, prediction of failures, how much reserve in intervals,
condition diagnosis: how does a failure occur? Knowledge about this is missing. e.g. How does
a compressor fail?
Understanding of how parts age; how does temperature change the train engine
Manufacturers should define failure scenarios for their products, e.g. compressor fails due to x,
y, z – use of effective condition diagnosis
Acoustic sensors
Temperature sensors
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• Until 2022 realizable, making sensor data usable
• data for cars of newer generation
•
• How is the vehicle being used? Reference scenario

Passenger trains
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trend towards double-deck coaches?
Very popular in France, quite popular in the U.S, and Canada
PRM entry/doors: wheelchair access no difficulty anymore
Good design required to meet passenger needs and requirements
seamless travel: how do I get into the train? Prior to train journey still private transport
Standing spaces, difference between Germany and France, in Germany standing spaces on
high-speed trains

Passenger Services
Ticketless-riding
•
•
•

new revenue models possible
better customer binding
improved competition to road transport

Until 2022, logical tariffs
• Has to work in a network with different means of transport
State: How full is the train?
•
•
•

Passenger counting systems
better projections
Advancements for trains in general

Improved Internet access

Drive train technology
•
•
•

Catenary will be still in use for quite some time
Use of batteries not very likely, due to massive requirements for cooling due to high pawer
delivery
High potential in using go fuel cells, possible replacement for diesel

Energy storage
• Fuel cells for trams too expensive, costs higher by 2 Million
• Power of today’s electrical drives won't be reached by fuel cells, etc. in 2050
• interim solutions only for isolated applications

Electro-Mobility
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Implemented in the railway sector
"Only" possible to improve
Fuel cells could be a replacement for Diesel engines in 2030, at least for near and regional
traffic
Need high density storage space
Fast Developments in batteries currently, borders of physics almost reached, further
development will slow down
No performance improvements
Catenary, rather difficult to increase efficiency
Shunting, use of battery-powered locomotives, runtime about 2 hours, concepts such as
Charging/exchanging of the battery
Effectiveness of fuel cell, battery not as effective as catenary

Linear motor
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Linear motor, possibility for 2030
Linear motor, no catenary, double stack containers possible
No more needs for pantograph
Driving freight cars
Automatic operation for single wagons
Big step towards self-driving trains
Clearance gauge can be enlarged
Quicker acceleration and breaking
Platooning, no coupling necessary
Safety, only one-way traffic
Massive saving of train control systems and signalling
Large benefits due to use of Big Data

Realized linear motor projects
•
•

In China, first in 2008, Beijing, 28 km, 4 stations, Vmax 100 km/h, 5,4-yuan, 700 m Euro
2010 Metro line, 23 km, 14 stations, Vmax 80 km/h, 1.2 Yuan,

Big Data
•
•
•
•

will lead to new players in freight and passenger market
new types of good distribution
new cooperatives
need for intermodal expansion in the railway sector

Also affected by Big Data

•
•
•
•

How will the distribution of goods be in the future?
How are goods delivered into cities?
How are goods delivered from different destinations?
Can, for example, Big Data help to improve container distribution from port to inland?

Standardization/Regulatory Bottlenecks
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Standardization of regulations would have the biggest impact in the sector
For example: AAR (USA), uniformity of regulations reason for high efficiency
Example to the contrary: GCC (UAE), negative consequences of non-uniform regulations
Europe: reasonable and logic: too many sources and too many ways to interpret
Possible solution: pool of rules (TSI not suitable)
Standards (minimum requirements) are getting more complicated and lavishly
Contradictions have to be resolved to gain efficiency in rolling stock
NSAs and standardisation
National regulations don’t help interoperability e.g. safety standards, defined by NSA, approval
processes take a long time -> Influencing factor
Possible to improve till 2022
Either-or sectionalism, ERA itself
in the future, only EN norms valid
ERA takes over all national approvals until 2022, ERA states in which area these do apply
Regulatory Bottlenecks
Time to have regulations constant, until systems are in place -> planning reliability
In the past, development of incompatible systems

Improving reliability and punctuality
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Each could be improved by 50% with technology of today
Will happen, market demand, can be reached by 2022, at least 2030
Availability of rolling stock could be at 100%
No motivation to do that among manufactures and operators
Different definitions what availability means
Different methods for measuring train cancellations and maintenance
Ideas exist, "RAMS" data could be used
e.g. in England, France, transparent standards on availability which are made public for
everybody
EU should aim for standardized benchmarks and transparent processes to gain acceptance by
all
Redundancy concepts? Requirements in regulations regarding reliability?

Safety and Signalling Systems
Moving away from allocation of blocks until 2050
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

possible until 2050
2050 only lines where block free is possible
Approach is available with ETCS
ETCS, level 2 can be in place as a standard until 2030
Requirement, ETCS will be introduced against all opposition without compromise
Would lead to ETCS level 3 in 2050
Level 3 is required for efficient single wagon loads
Level 3 will make autonomous driving easier
Modern signalling systems
Moving Blocks, more capacity, e.g. new lines in CH (Mattstetten – Rothrist, Betuwe-Line, ETCS
level 2, 3 min intervals,
For ETCS, level 3, also freight cars need to be looked at, also interesting for Big-Data analyses

Safety & Security
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Long, open end train (walk-through)
Safety checks and their consequences
Safety checks at station (time needed)
Safety checks in the train and their influences on the journey
drastic worsening of the competitiveness, no spontaneous travels possible
similar to plane travels
worsens competition to car
expensive

Environment
Personal CO2 certificates for train rides
•
•
•
•

for personal mobility, CO2-certificate trading
possible until 2022
accountable with toll for road use
possible influencing factor, big impact
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4.2

Railistics internal workshop

Date:

Jan. 16 th 2017

Location:

Wiesbaden,
Germany

Work Package:

WP2

Attendees
Name

Company

Wolf-Dietrich Geitz

Railistics GmbH

Philipp Stroh

Railistics GmbH

Paul Melia

Railistics GmbH

Áine Milling

Railistics GmbH

Heiko Ifland

Railistics GmbH

Thomas Kocholl

Railistics GmbH

Martin Kammel

Railistics GmbH

Shaker Alalem

Railistics GmbH

Kerstin Esser

Railistics GmbH
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Content

Limits of current and future technology/General trends in Railways

Traveling trends in general
•
•
•
•
•
•

Journey distances will increase
New forms of communication, such as video calling have changed the way we interact, but
personal contacts still remain very important
Linking of the different modes of transport
Need towards a single-ticket solution
Cars in Germany, not in use for the most part due to that, car-sharing interesting alternative
The type of car is also changing – trending towards bigger “SUV” etc.

Changes in the travel behaviour
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geographically diversified
Also depends on age of the user
Young people have less needs than older
Alternatives to trains are cheaper alternative
Aspect/criteria travel time - in the past longer travelling times lead to people not using trains as
much
Spatial development and the factor time - is there a time boundary?

e.g. situation in Ireland, in the past only Air Lingus, no other carrier, since low cost carrier Ryan Air,
travellers have alternatives to choose from
low-cost carrier was the driving force, in the beginning more business customers, followed by private
people, in the past more use of busses and ferries

Differences between business and private trips
- Business travels in the beginning not too much cost related
•
•
•

followed by video conferences
nowadays again trend towards business trip, depending on the budget, not technology driven
e.g. General manager takes chauffeur-driven car to certain business meetings, need for status
symbol

Quality of services
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital ticketing - easier, but battery dependent
Did Uber originate due to demand?
Dependent on quality of the public transport, unfortunately enough reasons not to take
busses
Time often more important than costs for public transport users
In some countries (in Europe) ideas on how to improve public transport, but no economic
ability for realization
In many countries still only paper tickets
In some regions problems due to no continuous power supply
In Germany- different degrees of dissemination/spreading of public transport
Age layer of customers
At some point shift, how long will ticket vending machines be needed?
Microchip implant
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•

Buying a ticket from a human - almost everywhere possible

Could a free ticket be a trend?
•
•
•
•

Ireland, at age 65, free of charge for all
e.g. Hasselt, Belgium, 500% more passengers after introducing free tickets – but this came
with an extra tax that everyone has to pay.
Away from specific customer groups
e.g. Helsinki, Finland, public transport free of charge when traveling with a children’s stroller

Road vs. Public Transport
•
•

When roads are more congested, public transport interesting alternative
Traffic situation is a greater driving force

Road traffic
•
•

Main issue: space problems
Higher resistance of the public towards big road construction projects

Autonomous driving
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current data?
Traffic management systems control speed
Legal aspects not yet solved
Results of studies: increased or decreased capacities
No transition period for autonomous systems
Platooning. e.g. how will other drivers get on the autobahn?
System compatibility

Airplane vs. train
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Domestic flights
Certain connections in Germany of very high demand
e.g. appointment in Berlin at 9 o'clock, Flight Frankfurt–Berlin
Comparison flight to 1. class train (1. class quieter)
In the past people chose plane if train ride exceeds 3 hours, today shift to 4 h train rides still
acceptable before people switch
Trend to low-cost carriers
On a flight- rather impossible to work
Security checks might be soon also in place for train rides

Security & Safety
•
•
•

Influence on traveling
e.g. SNCF company, green TGV, safety checks
Prior to journey, personal data of the traveller has to be submitted

Image of flying vs. taking the train
•
•

Sociologic studies about the modal share/split
Car becomes less important
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Will this trend continue?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In urbanized areas important factor
Being "hip/trendy" another factor
Status symbols are changing
Other trend towards big SUV cars
Public transportation out in the country is reduced - more people use a car
Urbanisation is the driving force
Traffic research: less people have driver’s license
Wealth/prosperity effect

Passenger Comfort
•
•
•
•

Mobile applications with false real-time information are just as bad as traffic apps with wrong
data on construction and jams
Correct data is most important
Intelligent fares important
e.g. when ICE trains are fully occupied, often the case, level of comfort declines

What disturbs users of public transport?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited space
Some passenger do not understand traveling etiquette
Blocking of seats
Clocking/frequency sometimes not ideal
Below 10 min, acceptable for most passengers
Long distance travels, 30 min up to 1 hour acceptable
Buying a ticket
Chaos of different fare zones
Sometimes ticket has to be validated, sometimes not
Journey information, often no detailed information
Information content of announcements
Wayfinding sometimes very difficult
Staff: sometimes very engaged, helpful staff

Public transport vs. car - a trip to the city
•
•
•
•

Train or car and cost for parking
Costs for parking in direct competition to train fare
Buying connecting ticket via app not possible
"touch & travel", interesting approach, pay after the journey

•
•
•
•

congestion
concentration
rush hours
dependant on weather conditions

Car

Standardisation & Regulations
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advantages of common standards
e.g. Dutch system, board a train everywhere, at the end of the month, the cheapest fare will
be billed
Guarantee for best prices
How should they be enhanced/developed?
To be seen when ETCS will be at one level
Possible to have everything at one level?
Language can be also a barrier
English as the language for operational staff, operations managers

Road Freight
•
•
•

Capacities of rest areas and truck-stops
Partially no space available at rest areas for drivers to obey the rest periods
Reasons to move freight to rail

Mean of transport neutral loading?
•

e.g. only chemical goods have inter-modal increase

Rail Freight
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special train cars with different possible tops
Possible solutions for niche markets
e.g. Wascosa, SGNS wagons, different tops
For quick and flexible needs, rather use of containers
e.g. InnoFreight
Containers will be transferred
No shunting
More Hub-solutions
Trend towards large hubs
Increase and decrease in different areas
Slight increase due to logistic chains

Cost in the rail sector
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher costs in the rail sector?
Railway undertakings, yes, due to increasing technological demands
Noise reduced freight cars
Crash regulations
ETCS, …
Digitalisation only an aid

Road
•
•
•
•

Lack of drivers
Wages go up in Eastern Europe
Demands on the drivers go up in the sector of high-quality logistics
Self-driving freight wagon not very likely

New technology
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•
•
•
•

Improvements due to new loading/unloading technology?
Cargobeamer, Modalohr, can also fail
Keep everything mobile rather simple
Design vehicles for all drivers

Protection of the environment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CO2 per ton
Rather figure head/poster child
Noise emissions important aspect
Possibility of ban on night-time driving
Problems in environmental protection
e.g. locally not solved
CO2 certificates are being bought from someplace else
When an inter-modal train is empty on the return, truck can be better for the environment

Competition
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High competition on rail
Cheap diesel prices
Diesel prices will go up, thus also the truck prices
Price most important criteria and circulation period
Rail not everywhere reasonable
Semi-fixed costs
Peak oil, calculation every couple of years
Shortly before publishing, oil prices go up
Afterwards, rail always advantage

IT supported freight platforms
•
•
•
•

Access for shippers
Still in development
Single-wagon loads, question of costs
Freight platforms can support strong hubs
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4.3

Infrastructure workshop

Date:

Jan. 20 th 2017

Location:

Wiesbaden,
Germany

Work Package:

WP2

Attendees
Name

Company

Wolf-Dietrich Geitz

Railistics GmbH

Philipp Stroh

Railistics GmbH

Paul Melia

Railistics GmbH

Áine Milling

Railistics GmbH

Werner Bischoff

Railistics GmbH

Dr. Frank Lademann

THM Giessen University

Martin Kammel

Railistics GmbH
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Content

Limits of current and future technology along with future trends in Infrastructure

Passenger Transport - Operations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trains need extra minutes at departure
faster in Switzerland, train driver is responsible, in Germany different
e.g. in Switzerland different
1 minute per stop
hierarchy different
Deutsche Bahn, currently testing to close doors a minute before departure
increase in punctuality
in France 2 minutes before departure
observation of passengers
Thalys trains close doors sometimes 10 mins before departure

Technical boundaries & new technology
Main principles of railways
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

bearing
leading
driving
All takes place on a tiny surface area 1cm 2 = 1 Euro coin (Wheel-track-contact)
when division, costs go up
e.g. rope-driven
other concepts (Transrapid, People Mover) not popular on a large scale
different parts
main principle of wheel-track will very likely not change
many technologies have been tested, main principle remains the same
advancements in drive train technology could be a game changer

Linear-motor
•
•
•

technology of the linear motor feasible for local systems (regional trains)
or on a local basis, e.g. for accelerating when exiting a station or on steep hills
technology rather expensive

Linear motor and infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

stopping; Metro, regional trains
costs! (a lot of copper)
too expensive for whole network
installation: not totally different, compatible
suggestion: high-speed line Cologne – Rhine-Main would be suitable
gradient 40 parts per thousand, length of the gradient is the cause why only ICE 3 are
currently in use/allowed
Linear motor could support and help that other vehicles could run on the line
technically feasible, only a question of total costs
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Other drive train technology
•
•
•
•
•

nuclear drive train in the past
fuel cell and hydrogen
rechargeable battery
in 2030, no more diesel trains will be bought
in 2050, all trains could be fully electric

Costs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

main problem of railways: prices/costs
railways will always be more expensive
higher costs than road due to
EU-regulations
ETCS
compatibility
possible risk: in 2050 no more railways

Electro mobility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

focus more on road
already in existence in the railway sector
development towards vehicles that charge batteries with the help of catenary
in 10–15 years no more new vehicles with diesel engines will be bought
hybrid driven vehicles
battery driven vehicles
hydrogen or fuel cell driven
batteries for parts without catenary
battery powered light rail
possible for busses
possible to charge bus at last station
earthing more complicated for busses, higher risks
railways: single wire solution
busses: more difficult to achieve
trucks: difficult, requirements for catenary, pantographs, earthing

Research project “Alp metro”: Vacuum tunnel
•
•
•
•
•

interesting solution for the environment
high-speeds
less energy needed
difficult to estimate costs
when only for freight, cheaper due to reduced safety requirements

What makes infrastructure so expensive?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

guidelines and directives are changing constantly
e.g. noise cancelling
environmental protection (protected animals)
archaeology
proceedings in courts
fire regulations
accessibility/PRM
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

elevators
ramps (5%, in CH, 10% gradient)
same height crossings, extreme requirements
or ramps/lifts, drive costs
“regular/standard” construction costs are not the driving force
adding to that: steady changes of the plans
easy for people to go to court
single persons can stop whole projects
safety requirements are steadily increased, more than the regulations for other means of
transport
Contrary to the number of people being injured or killed on roads in comparison to the number
of people injured or killed in the railway sector
increase in costs of railway infrastructure projects are passed along to the customer through
higher prices
leads to customers/passengers switching back to using the car
e.g. British RSSB studies (accidents/risk analyses/modal split/human lives at an economic
level)

Infrastructure costs for a main line
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Life-cycle costs
out of the main infrastructure, switches are the most expensive part
installation and maintenance
electric signalling boxes, reduced costs for personnel
values are not in standardised form/evaluation
estimates of experts: 2–5% of the investment costs are maintenance costs per year
every part has a different lifespan
30-year span
important when installing catenary on a line

Big Data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

predictive maintenance
what would be possible with today’s technology?
perfect prediction possible?
what level would be possible?
cheaper or higher reliability - 2 different aspects!
goal of big data should be increased reliability
cost reduction of maybe 10% and increased reliability
only if failure can be foreseen by +/- 8h
possible to wait to change railway tracks?
if railhead thicker, could last 30 years instead of 20 years
more expensive, higher costs of investment

Closure of a line vs. single line
•
•
•
•
•
•

reduced capacity vs. reduced speed
in the past, no complete closure of lines
could this be implemented into regulations?
e.g. evaluating what would be more appropriate, a total closure or partial closure
advantages of total closure: easier for personnel, more normal working hours
train track workers hard to find
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

many DB construction sites delayed
construction process or overall system more important?
innovation in the construction process needed
constructions need to be completed faster: planning, execution, financing
e.g. VDI8 - still not completed
privately financed projects faster completed
long construction times
planners change
citizens' participation
e.g. road projects, PPP-projects
often faster completion
different bridges possible?
use of new materials?
e.g. bridges in China

Wheel-rail contact
•
•
•
•
•
•

until today not fully explained/researched
should be a field for research to fully understand what exactly happens
could lead to improvements
finding measures to reduce wear and tear
finding different drive train technologies
use of different materials?

Innovative Infrastructure
•
•
•

e.g. VDI8, no bridge bearings
problems due to temperature and changes in length solved
cost reduction in the infrastructure sector by rather small steps

Autonomous Driving
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

impact on infrastructure?
e.g. metro Nuremberg, closed system
tracks not accessible - safety
savings in personnel costs
barriers needed
considering of competition important
adaptation
past shows railways have been very constant
examples for some developments which are not everywhere in use
e.g. automatic coupling, Transrapid
fixed tracks only in some areas or high-speed lines
Asynchronous motor brought improvements
Tilt technology on the retreat

Signalling
•
•
•

ETCS impact for infrastructure?
advantages if level 3 - moving blocks
level 1 - not a lot of improvement
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

level 2 - saves installation of signals
level 3 - saves a lot of line equipment
switches could be the bottle neck for moving blocks and increased capacity - more distance
needed in front of switches
main problem different ETCS “dialects”, different national systems
a compatible standard should be ensured
important for main lines
goal was to drive through 5 countries with one locomotive
as long as level 1 allowed, not investment
EU could demand ETCS in locomotives

Costs in the railway sector
•
•
•
•
•

to be determined if costs will go down if no train driver is needed
costs for train driver are only a small part in total costs
autonomous driving, increased capacity, up to 20% more passengers
shorter turnaround times
e.g. metro Nuremberg, at Christmas market, more capacity at demand peaks

Catenary & contact strip
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

not a lot of saving potential
power generation has potential for saving
currently two independent, separate systems
DB has own power plants
cost for energy not shown in balance sheets
through power electronics, possible to convert electric power out of the national network into
electric energy for rail
advantage: DB wouldn’t need to produce their own power
disadvantage: many different contracts would have to be signed
solar power could be used for trains more easily
unified power supply in Europe?
25Kv 50Hz technically not feasible (tunnels, safety distances)
50Hz has a different phase work
dividing of phases necessary - train has no power for a short amount of time

Life cycle costs for batteries
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

have to be replaced after 10 years
designed for that life-span
batteries for regional trains possible and financially feasible
uncertainty: life expectancy, using batteries for heating
charging of busses
e.g. changing of whole battery
e.g. in the past busses had trailers with battery

Improvements in railway station infrastructure
•
•
•
•

platform heights
e.g. 38, 55, 76, 96cm, sometimes 86cm
metro higher
many still below 38cm
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•
•

Adjustment of infrastructure > costs
afterwards vehicles > costs

Rail operations
•
•
•
•
•
•

for long freight trains, infrastructure would have to be retrofitted
e.g. tracks would need to be extended
e.g. adaptation of switches, signals, etc.
research shows investment is worth it
length still max 750/825m due to signalling and blocks
when something is changed, it should be checked if optimising is possible

Safety and security
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

sound-insulating walls difficult from the point of view of town planning
divide platforms from rest of city
creates areas of fear
there should be a general demand for platforms which can be seen from far away
reason why passengers use other means of transport, especially at night times
sound-insulating walls could be lower in height
new systems and approaches

Information technology and Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

use of sensors for controlling the state of the tracks
e.g. could be installed in trains
sensors in structures oftentimes standard
Separation of Infrastructure and Operations
Separation of long-distance and local public transport
no international ticketing standard
no easy booking processes
no clear communication of regulations
unified framework should be implemented by the EU
e.g. in Switzerland, no additional fees using different types of trains

Separation and coupling of trains
•
•
•
•
•
•

coupling is complicated, safety standards, regulations
takes 5min
system does not work in city and suburban railways, too lengthy
technical regulations: train has to stop completely before shunting
technical solution: radar, sensor
solved for autonomous cars

Communication in the train
•
•
•
•

communication between Infrastructure manager and railway undertaking: data exists, but not
passed on to customer
often poor communication of delays
ensuring connections
does the connecting train wait?
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Structural engineering
•
•
•
•
•

standardisation of parts or complete structures
e.g. openings, overlying bridges, etc.
shorter planning phase and construction
often design and construction in existing contexts
track possessions

Rail freight regulations
•
•
•
•
•

long-term strength of freight cars
in road traffic- faster realisation of innovation
approval procedures different in every country
demands go more and more up
and unusually higher than the measures for road vehicles

Food/drink services in the train
•
•
•
•
•

demand for fresh cool and warm drinks/beverages
transferring of what is missing to next station
transferring of technical problems
e.g. big data solution?
spare pats
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Content
Legal framework for EU rail sector now nearly complete with 4th railway package – only that it has to be
implemented
Objective of 4th railway package is open competition in passenger traffic.
This will not be successful in all countries and/or market segments, although it has become more and
more obvious and is proven statistically now that completion on rails increases volumes both in
passenger and freight (examples: Sweden, Germany, UK)
it is most helpful if finance supports competition, but investment only does not increase rail modal split
significantly (examples: France and Spain)
member states will not implement 4th package voluntarily, strong pressure from EU is needed to get it
done.
Regulators’ feelings are that many in EU think 4th railway package is working, but implementation is
lacking. Implementation is easier in passenger traffic due to tendering possibilities but in freight it is not
working in many countries and weak situation of corridors.
Basic legal and regulatory framework now is set until 2030 and possibly 2050, adjustments will not
change the basic idea of EU rail policy. There is no sign of any political support in any region of Europe
to change basic framework, neither back to stronger state railways nor to more competition or split-up
of state railway holdings which are a barrier to competition (latter points would be essential for a further
strong growth of railways)
Future regulation must and probably will include technics and technology as well as operation rules,
with a special focus on those national technical and operational standards which are used by incumbents
and some administrations to block (foreign) competition.
ETCS developments and policies have proven (to the regulators and to EU) that standardisation of
technical rules in Europe need to be accompanied by a standardisation of related operation rules.
International institutions like ERA and national regulators need to have access to much more expert
knowledge in rail technology and operations if the focus on real standardisation is to be successful.
Member states on their own are not ready to act from their side even if RUs, IMs and/or the supply
industry would benefit.
ETCS should already have led to a reduction of costs but has not realised this so far. It is open if it ever
would, but benefits of easier competition alone justify realisation of the system.
A second technological issue which urgently needs standardisation is EMV. It is one reason why ETCS,
electrification and even rolling stock standards are not standardised even where it would be easily
implemented.
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A third issue which poses a threat even to ETCS is the slow adaptation of GSM-R standards to technical
standards used outside the rail industry. Communications technologies develop faster outside the rail
world and lead back to isolated rail standards which then further increase technology costs for the sector.
An effect of European regulation is a change in the market structure of railway companies. There is a
clear trend that market shares of incumbents go down in all countries – though in different time periods
and speed – until they reach about 50%. There is no difference to be seen whether the incumbent is
state owned or sold to external partners. A 50% market share of incumbents is sufficient to ensure
effective competition. The development of this trend is slower than in freight but follows, and by 2030 all
incumbents will have a maximum of 50% in those countries which implement 4th railway package.
The full effect of competition will only be achieved where integrated state railways disappear, but there
is no political basis which would realise this before 2050 (a start now would take decades anyway if this
development needs to be enforced by EU).
Competition alone leads to an increase of volumes of 30 (limited competition) to 50% (pkm or tkm)) (full
competition) and 60 to 100% (no of passengers) under identical financial conditions compared to noncompetitive environments. This increases lead to increased investments in the sector, thus financing by
itself the basis for even more growth and modal shift from road to rail.
Member states who have kept state holdings so far will continue to do so. Major reason why member
states do not want to enjoy the full benefits from a competitive environment is a lack of solutions to the
issue of state railway employees who would lose their job due to higher efficiency or lack of capabilities
in the competitive environment (even if number of employees in the rail sector grows with higher volumes
of traffic then, but different people are needed in the new environment). Any new ideas to solve this
issue would help the sector. Anyway, long transition periods and state finance of the transition costs are
required to manage the transfer into competition successfully and without hardships for the incumbents’
staff.
A second barrier for transition of integrated companies is the potential effect of financial transparency
which may affect Maastricht deficit criteria in some countries when costs are moved from the old state
railway structure to state budgets. Also, this issue may be managed easier with a longer transition period
and a specification of Maastricht rules for state railway transitions.
On a general level, the relevance of rail traffic in EU political awareness is low and has even decreased
in recent years.
Innovation: Innovation is faster outside the rail sector than inside. The way to avoid a permanent and
growing backlog of rail technology to other modes and industries is a clear well-organized definition of
technical interfaces to allow for fast integration of state-of-the-art technology into the rail sector. An
upcoming challenge for the rail sector is the development of GSM-Rail to ensure a compatibility with
future industry standards. There seems to be no back-up solution in case of a technical failure of GSMRail.
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Linear propulsion units in the track will not be more than a back-up of on-rail traction in green fields
projects.
Costs of infrastructure will go down as finances are usually state based, PPP is not working for rail
infrastructure, and limited financial resources will support a trend to have sophisticated technology on
the rolling stock side, not on the infrastructure side, and available private capital will further accelerate
innovation on the rolling stock side.
Wagon and transport units will be spilt in future, wagon units will have electric power supply, automatic
coupling at least within fix-formation wagon sets, and there will be automatic end-of-train devices which
will ease a transfer to ETCS level 3. The average use of freight wagons will increase from current 20,000
to 30,000 kilometres per year to an average of 100,000.
Future shunting technologies will be decided between wagon shunting and transhipment of containers
at 2030.
Heavy block trains will be less than today due to structural changes in steel and power supply industries.
This is one of many reasons why an extended length of trains is much more important for the sector
than a higher axle load which would be a nice add-up but no requirement to make rail freight more
efficient.
Experience of RUs with operational rules suggest that the diversity and inconsistency of rules between
countries and also between operations and technical rules for infrastructure and rolling stock are a huge
barrier to modal shift from road to rail, especially for ad-hoc services.
Operation planning rules (Timetabling, dispatching) in Europe work for passenger traffic, not for freight.
A completely new thinking of planning and dispatching rules for freight is required in Europe. RFCs and
OSS do not work because their slots are not suitable for ad-hoc services, for services which only use a
part of a corridor (which is the huge majority of trains) and are not flexible.
Operation rules for passenger services work but may need some refinement for nodes and stations to
allow for more focused intermodal connections to local public transport.
Access Fees need to become 1. More stable (midterm planning) and 2. More standardized among IMs
to allow full exploitation of private investment opportunities and RU innovation cycles. The current
situation with a wide variety and short-term changes of fees and fee structures is a barrier to investment
and to exploitation of international business opportunities especially for rail freight as RUs cannot rely
on stable access fees even for a single contract term with clients.
ETCS is a necessity for the future of international rail travel but requires an agreement on reliable
common standards first, followed by a fast implementation accompanied by high financial support for
RUs to cover higher costs for rolling stock in transition periods. International Rolling Stock and RUs
should receive up to 80 to 90% of onetime costs which could be financed if budgets are allocated away
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from domestic projects. If these requirements are fulfilled, the sector will benefit from ETCS already from
2022, if not, it may take up to 2050.
TSIs provide a useful and fair technical regulation and rule environment for the sector but
implementation needs to be monitored and enforced strictly, but national political activities lead to a
situation where EU is hindered to do so. TSI success, and consequently success of international rail
business, will be limited due to this situation until 2030 and may even after.
Ticketing will be fully electronically soon, but tariff integration not; negative effects of ticketing and tariff
integration are not seen today but will be a barrier to competition if enforced too strictly. There needs
(and will be) sufficient room for innovation and competition in pricing. New technologies will need to
reflect competitive situations for pricing if integrated electronic ticketing is to be a continuous success
until 2050.
Rolling stock will change to reflect increasing individualism, but this will not happen with change of
physical interiors (due to costs of improved individual interiors and the challenge of increase usage of
trains in all categories which supports a trend towards standard interiors. Current pilot projects with
diversified interiors will not be successful. Passenger operator will be successful when creating
individualism with digital tools and devices. In the contradictive demands on creating individual offers
and low prices, low prices will win in most cases.
A division of freight and passenger traffic will happen in only very few corridors as new infrastructure is
expensive, and a creation of parallel infrastructure would only work where demand for both freight and
passenger justifies investment. This situation exists and will exist only in few corridors in Europe even
up to 2050.
Cost reduction for the system will happen due to competition – where competition is introduced and
depending on creation of a fair intermodal and intramodal environment, by the realisation of predictive
maintenance, by innovation in new construction methods especially for tunnels and bridges.
The future of rail in rural areas depends on the innovations realised by other modes. If the road sector
manages or realises a reasonable offer, rail will disappear. The decision which lines will remain will be
made 2030. Rail service will stay where a yearly average of 1000 pass/line km can be realised, and the
line connects into an urban centre. Car sharing will be a niche service outside urban areas even in 2050,
and autonomous vehicles will only be realised after 2050, only 100% self-driving brings benefit to the
people, and there will be no further effect on rail after 2050. Self-driving vehicles may win against other
road offers like autonomous buses who will have had their effects on rail before. Main reason for the
very limited effect of self-driving vehicles will be limited road capacity in those areas where rail still exist
in 2050.
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Content
For sure, there will still be rail traffic in 2050 and beyond.
A fixed segment for rail is Mass Transit. There is no efficient alternative to provide capacities needed in
this segment.
People will travel more in 2030 than today, and more on 2050 than in 2030
Core rail passenger corridors in urban and metropolitan areas will see much more traffic in 2050 than
today.
High-speed (real high-speed) will grow where major cities can be connected with 4 hours travel time or
less, this will also happen in regions and countries which do not have high-speed yet.
Challenges and barriers will occur for the future of rail freight and rail in rural areas
Rural rail will be challenged by road competition and by a declining population. Only realistic scenarios
are closure of these lines or a drastic change in operations (low cost, autonomous rail vehicles)
Freight traffic: The fast process of digitalisation of the logistics sector will support intermodal solutions.
Automatic mega terminals near ports with supply chain IT will make it easier to bundle volumes to train
loads. New transhipment technologies will be developed until 2030 which make transhipments much
more efficient and reduce costs of transhipment compared to current technologies. The new standard
transhipment technology will be clear by 2030 and implemented until 2050.
Single wagons and wagon groups (SWL) will be further reduced (expected). Potential measures to help
to increase SWL traffic exist (supply chain IT includes SWL, regulative measures to support SWL and
put barriers to road traffic) (not probable to be implemented from today’s point of view due to lack of
political interest). Major risk for a failure of SWL if still existing will be quality problems with the last mile,
where the Interface problems between rail and last mile road service are not solved today (WG: potential
field of activity for S2R).
Infrastructure: ETCS will be implemented by 2050, with somewhat modified configurations towards a
“lower level, less freedom” standard. There will be less technology on the track side (smart “stupid”
infrastructure), more on the rolling stock. Trains will organise dispatching among themselves, with
technology on board, not by infrastructure-based devices. Axle counters, Track circuits etc. will
disappear. In 2030, infrastructure will be not very different from today, with a mix of technologies, more
ETCS level 2 than today, but far from complete. Awareness to move to smart “stupid” infrastructure and
consolidate into the one lower level standard will only rise in 2030 and lead to implementation between
2030 and 2050.
Cost of infrastructure will decrease moderately (50% for signalling and safety due to smart stupid
infrastructure, but real construction costs will not decrease (but also not increase).
Suggestion to EU to accelerate ETCS implementation (realise by 2030):
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Install working groups to help real standardization of infrastructure, operation rules, rolling stock
Give these working groups real power to enforce implementation of defined standards
Finance costs of adjusting existing rolling stock
Be strict on implementing agreed standards for all parts (infrastructure, operation rules, rolling stock)
Change time planning from a date when migration has to be finished to a date when countries need to
have their infrastructure ready for migration
These activities have to begin right now to enable an implementation along TEN T and RFC corridors
by 2030.
With current policies, implementation will last until 2050.
Smart stupid infrastructure (as a visionary objective to be implemented 2050): only tracks, ballast and
switches will remain as infrastructure, but higher axle loads will be allowed.
All smart devices will be on rolling stock and in dispatching centres, a new level of sensor technology
(all sensors on the trains) will be implemented. Only then Big Data will have real positive effects on the
rail sector.
Supply industry: industry structure will continue to be an oligopoly, but core rail system knowledge will
have moved to IT departments or IT companies
Simple vehicles will run autonomously
Major driver for autonomous vehicles will be operation costs. Increased capacity is a side effect, no
driver, and capacity increase through autonomous driving on a track-by-track basis will be much lower
than 50%.
50% increase of capacity will not be achieved by autonomous driving on a same track basis but, e.g.,
by segregation of tracks between high-speed passenger (250-300 km/h) and freight (120 km/h-140
km/h), with other passenger trains allocated to the segregated lines according to timetable patterns and
passenger station infrastructure.
Freight rolling stock will achieve new technological levels between 2030 and 2050, with a focus on the
wagons and minor improvements of locomotives. Focus of new wagon technologies will be based on
Digitalisation. First step will be a reliable technology to allow wagons to send data. This will be available
by 2022 and implemented with the majority of freight wagons used for the major transport flows in
Europe by 2030. Second step will be based on sophisticated battery and dynamo technologies which
will provide wagon-based energy for moving the single wagon and support features like monitoring the
status of the load. This technology will be available by 2022 as a prototype, being ready for commercial
implementation latest by 2030 and be fully implemented between 2030 and 2050. Speed of
implementation is influenced by the general move of intelligent systems from infrastructure to Rolling
stock which will help to accelerate this development.
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Societies will move more to general positive attitudes towards sustainable and safe transport solutions.
This will increase the readiness of societies to finance rail solutions. Most segments of rail will still not
be viable on a pure economic basis (which will continue to be true for all other modes, too, if all
infrastructure costs are included). Including external costs, rail will be the only mode with an economic
basis. More probable, the inclusion of eternal costs will not rise prices on the same level but will help
rail in the intermodal competition both on public budget and on somewhat higher price of road. Public
support will also be available for some freight solutions like wagonload business.
Access Fees: A homogenisation of access fee levels and access fee structure and logic are necessary
to allow RUs to calculate more competitive prices to the clients and have more stable internal business
plans. It would be first time to have a research project to look into the kind and level of negative
consequences of inhomogeneous access fee systems for the sector in Europe.
Power systems: electrified lines will still exist in 2050; Hybrids with electric + “x” technologies will arrive,
where “x” will be more a battery than anything else, as battery technology is already existing and
developing much faster than fuel cell or other solutions. In 2050, all power systems on rail will be electric,
battery or electric + battery. Current efforts in improving battery systems will pay off also for rail latest
from 2030 on.
Loading gauge: Loading gauge effects are underestimated by IMs and EU (TEN-T corridors); even the
data base on loading gauge is bad on many corridors from clients’ point of RUs and Shippers.
Improvements will be moderate as the real effective measures like allowing double stack operations for
container trains will be limited to some isolated routes, or not happen at all. But already a public standard
information base and some enhancements to overcome loading gauge bottlenecks for high cubes etc.
would be a part of improving rail freight competitively.
Like axle load improvements, loading gauge improvements will be limited to accompanying measures
to improve the length of trains. An increase of the rail length would and will be the most effective and
efficient measure to improve train length. A first step will be an implementation of 740 m trains which
has started and will be complete in 2030. An implementation of 2x740 m trains has started as a
promising pilot and will go into implementation at 2030. It will not be based on longer tracks in stations
and sidings (maybe at some terminals) but will work through a coupling and decoupling of trains along
the lien and before stations and sidings. Each unit will have one (or two) traction units which
communicate electronically among each other and with wagons. The move of technology from track to
train and ETCS implementation will make this development less troublesome to be implemented as
some stakeholders see it today. Long trains will have the major impact on capacity improvements of
IMs. In 2050, the long trains will also be fully equipped with new coupling technologies or will at least be
a combination of fix coupled units of several wagons.
New trains need to be and will be much quieter than today’s trains. The current noise discussion in some
countries like Germany will extend to all part of Europe until latest 2030 and needs to be tackled as soon
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as possible if public opinion shall stay in favour of rail. If the public needs to enforce noise reduction
measures, this will delay positive developments for rail.
Organisation: The separation of Infrastructure and operations will remain, but new models to distinguish
between Infrastructure ownership and infrastructure operations will improve efficiency of IMs and reduce
interface problems. New models will include combination of operation of trains and infrastructure on
lines or networks with only one operator being active (like isolated suburban networks), and smaller
countries will tender out operations of their infrastructure to new international IM-organisations. The
challenge in the first case will be for RUs to re-organise their processes and include IM knowledge into
their organisations, in the latter case the challenge will be to become international for current nationally
organised companies.
Punctuality: Punctuality will increase as failures of Infrastructure will decrease with less complex
technologies (influence stronger where technical intelligence is move from infrastructure to rolling stock
– 2050 -) and with implementation of predictive maintenance for infrastructure (2030). All levels of delays
will be reduced (Primary and secondary delays).
Further improvement especially for secondary delays will come from automatic dispatching, which will
exist as supportive tool by 2030 and fully automated by 2050 (no human errors any more in dispatching
then).
Comments on workshop results:
Axle load: Higher Axle loads will not be realised (few exceptions possible), as its effect is only secondary
and would rather lead to less axles on trains than to higher efficiency, which would not increase efficiency
for the sector.
Longer trains will be of major relevance to improve efficiency; 740 metre trains are on work and will be
realised, 2x740 meters would lead to major efficiency gains, but international co-ordination between all
stakeholder and TEN-countries will be required to achieve these mega long trains.
A separation of freight and passenger service would be highly beneficial to increase capacity but is
unlikely to happen where major investment is required.
Double deck passenger trains will be used more often than today, there use has a high impact on
capacity, but usage opportunities are limited where capacity problems are biggest, on inner-city-lines,
due to loading gauge limitations especially on inner-city tunnel sections. They will not be used where
there are no capacity needs for their implementation.
The classical freight car will disappear and be replaced by intermodal solutions. If a balance between
technical standards and freedom to use client-oriented container solutions will be found, the impact of
the change will be positive on freight volume developments.
A system advantage for rail freight will come from Digitalisation. As production/supply and demand will
be known earlier than today, it will be made easier for rail companies to run trains on a more regular
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basis and fill the trains more consistently than today. This effect will more than off-set than an increasing
need for more flexibility by transport companies. Generally, the possibility to synchronize transport flows
will give a competitive advantage to system operators like rail. The challenge for RUs will be to get
access to the full data base required to enable regulate planned flows from many sources. The more
access to these data will be gained by RUs, the more wagonload business will stay or return to rail.
Passenger traffic: All kind of Apps will help passenger rail; the technical, commercial and organisational
basis for a continuous development of supportive app solutions is existing, the challenge will be to
include those people who do not use digital devices in information and ticketing processes.
Standardisation: Standardisation will be successful if realistic and reasonable standards are developed
first, followed by an implementation with start of implementation only when major stakeholders have
agreed on it. This provides the challenge to the rail sector to find structures and processes which allow
a much faster development, implementation and adjustment of standards than today to allow to use
technical innovations for the rail sector much earlier than in current structures.
The major challenge for cost reductions in rail freight is first/last mile. If autonomous freight wagons,
automatic couplers or at least the reduction of the number of couplings in a set of wagons can be
realised, rail freight will see a huge increase in price competitiveness also outside the block train sector.
It is very likely that this cost reduction will be achieved partly by 2030 and fully in 2050.
A full cost reduction down to 50% in rail freight can only be achieved if external factors like noise,
environmental issues, all kinds of emissions et care either taken out of technical standards, or their costs
are covered by public money. This is not likely to happen even in 2050.
Major impact to reduce rolling stock is a much easier and faster acceptance and licencing process within
and between countries. This is also a requirement to allow faster innovation cycles in the Rolling stock
sector.
Linear engines or power installations in the track will not be realised in Europe, if ever, only in new
greenfield systems in regions where there is no rail system existing or under construction today.
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There is no more such a thing like a “typical” passenger rail client, there is a wide variety of individual
requirements and wishes. The only common point among rail passengers is that their view on passenger
rail is subjective.
A major influence on attitudes and opinions towards the use of public transport – and the decision to
use it - is the reflection of others’ experiences in analogue and digital press and social networks.
Another critical element in the decision process to use passenger rail is access to the system – decisive
and of a relevance which continues to grow. Autonomous buses will be crucial to provide access outside
urban areas, or at least for some groups even in urban areas.
Basics to get people on the train are
1. A Must to get people on the train is the offer itself. There must be a reasonable level of
service.
2. A Must to attract passengers who have an alternative to rail is an inviting environment when
entering and using the system. The environment must also meet passengers’ specific needs
and expectations.
3. All other extras are “gimmicks”, nice to have and maybe allowing somewhat higher revenues.

Existing and potential rail passengers get more and more demanding, both generally and also with an
improved private and public economic situation. The individual economic private situation is the most
relevant driver towards higher expectations on passenger rail service levels. The passengers expect
individual offers and an individual environment. This development creates ever more and new
challenges for marketing, and for the design of Rolling Stock interiors’, increasing conflicts with
economic conditions and competitiveness of passenger rail services.
Passengers’ individual expectations must be fulfilled; it is the task of rolling stock producers and
operators to achieve this in an economical way. It is the task of the marketing departments of operators
to communicate the achievements to the clients.
More flexible interior designs are crucial to fulfil passenger expectations in an economic scale.
Niche products (night trains, tourist trains, excursion trains, trade fair specials, airport services….) must
be provided by specialised providers, as a strong focus is required to fulfil niche clients’ very specific
and very high expectations.
A good market structure on the operators’ side consists of a variety of operators, ideally also on the
same lines to provide alternatives, but with integrated ticketing – integration also covering special fares
– to ensure easy access to the rail system. The niche products with niche operators and independent
fares should not be more than 5% of the market, but they are an important part of the system as they
provide offers also requested by daily passengers of standard products now and then, and they have
proven to be an important tool to win new passengers from cars for the rail system. If those niche
products do not exist, the majority of car users will end up using buses as an alternative to the car – less
often than they would use a train.
ProBahn Experience is also that the population is much more open to use new ways of mobility,
especially including public transport offers which exceed car users’ experience, as a regular way of
travelling once they have been convinced to try such a first-hand-experience.
Passengers’ openness to use improved public transport will increase further until 2030.
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Another Experience relates to the benefits for passengers of common standards among railway
undertakings and station managers. Benefits will be maximised if standards will be set from passengers’
view, not from technology view.
Standards will be set until 2030, but whether they are passenger driven or technology driven is open
and will hardly be decided finally before 2030.
Finance: The financing available to passenger rail will increase until 2030. But it is open which part of
the increase will be taken by the public or other parties, and which part by the passenger through higher
fares. A trend is being observed that employers start to increase their share of public transport finance
where educated staff is hard to find and needs to be attracted actively, and in urban areas where parking
space is scarce and expensive, with pressure by office and apartment developers to reduce parking
space further.
Free use of public transport will continue to be an exception as it is today also in 2030 and in 2050.
A first step to implement external costs would be to achieve full transparency on external costs of road
traffic. Apparently, there still is a lack of understanding on the level of external costs, especially on the
accident side, and even more a lack of acceptance that these costs have to be integrated in any
intermodal discussion, and also of the communication of current knowledge to the public. This is a strong
point for the EU to become more effective as road and auto lobby initiatives tend to be more successful
when targeting national governments and institutions than when having to deal with European
institutions.
A Study supported by ProBahn showed that a separation of general health costs and those caused by
accidents would allow to reduce health insurance spending by German taxpayers by 2% down from 13
to 11% of gross salary.
ProBahn sees an opportunity to realise this integration of external costs into traffic costs and
infrastructure pricing and taxes if communication on the political level and to the public.
Suggestion to EU/Shift2Rail: Include PR, Sector communication and Pro-Rail Marketing activities in the
program. Rail is a complex issue, and it needs professional communication to explain its issues simple
enough but correct. Professional communication is also an essential to realise any positive development
for rail in 2030 or 2050 which needs public support and outside-sector professional support.
Suggestion for international travelling: Support the standardisation of ticket rules especially for families,
like validity of rail cards, age limits for children, and, very important, adjust VAT rules for international
travelling between air and rail (air pays nothing currently, rail domestic tariffs for each national segment).
Infrastructure: A major barrier to expansion of passenger traffic and for trains in niche markets (see
above for the strong need to have such trains), and for flexible freight trains carrying ad-hoc traffic. A
European definition of reserve capacity and rules how to provide it, would keep or develop opportunities
for new rail offers.
Regional rail infrastructure: regional rail networks will still exist in 2050 when they are integrated up into
inter-regional networks and down to local networks, and when they are in good condition to allow faster
travel than by bus. Integrated transport planning is required to ensure existence of those regional
networks, and integrated planning will continue to exist where it exists already today and will be
expanded at least to those regions where regional hubs need to be connected efficiently among each
other. There is a question mark over regional networks which are divided by local and/or regional
administrations where integrated transport planning is hard to realise. A second requirement to allow
regional networks to be developed is an integrated operation, besides the planning, to allow the
realisation of low-barrier access like easy and simple ticketing and integrated ticketing with other modes
of transport. Autonomous buses, Uber-style car services etc. will be supportive to regional rail when
integrated in the planning and will be a threat if not. Another supportive effect for the future of regional
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rail is a fair treatment of cost of level crossings. This will also be realised in some countries, and in some
not.
The integration is more probable to be realised than not, but for sure not everywhere in Europe.
Improved regional networks in some regions of Europe will be made off by some to disappear where
integration will fail.
An increase of modal split, not only of volumes, will also require to have full rights for passengers along
the whole transport chain (including those Ubers etc.), and online tools and apps which also work in
remote areas.
Cost developments: An intelligent implementation of TSIs and other rules, which respect different
requirements of different levels of traffic, would ensure a realisation of lower costs especially for liens
with lower traffic density. A public who wants rail (probable scenario) is likely to enforce this at the end
(but this cannot be taken for granted).
Organisation: The benefits of a passenger-oriented policy compared to a technology-driven one to
realise an increase of modal split of passenger rail and to ensure the future of regional passenger rail
services has been mentioned several times. One way to include passengers’ views in the expert level
is a standardised integration of user groups in decision making and communication. Netherlands is a
benchmark example how to do this.
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Content
There is a political will on EU level to improve the rail system. Effects of this will are not always apparent
as there is not always the full awareness of consequences of actions taken.
Rail Freight 2050: There is an urgent need for a detailed and specific vision how rail freight will look like
in 2050, both on European and on national levels.
Without this vison, there will be no attention neither by public nor by politics for rail freight.
The sector itself is deeply divided on the future of rail freight: a more passive group sees a future for
long haul bulk and intermodal only. The other more pro-active group envisages also an intelligent system
with intelligent single wagon and wagon group operations, accompanied by automatic and autonomous
last mile delivery by electric vehicles on the road. Only the latter scenario would allow to realise a growth
story and achieve European climate goals.
There are issues which can and have to be tackled by the sector itself, as well those who have to be
provided by politics. The major external issue to be provided is a fair playing ground for both intermodal
and intramodal competition. Both will happen until 2030 as benefits of fair intramodal competition will
become obvious also in those countries and with those stakeholders who are reluctant today, and as
pressure to realise a sustainable freight transport work will increase through an ever-growing public
awareness on environmental and climate issues.
In any scenario, block trains of any commodity will be existent in 2050, with a trend towards intermodal
solutions, may be a very strong trend covering nearly all or all commodities. The structure of terminals
will change as more smaller terminals for intermodal services and smaller rail-port-style terminals will
be added to current big terminals, and they will be located closer to supply chains destinations like
factories or local distribution centres for consumer goods.
Last-mile distribution will be handled in boxes smaller than containers.
A further requirement for intermodal cost efficiency is an automated handling of transhipments in big
and in small terminals. It is likely that by 2030 one or a range of standard technologies will exist for
automatic transhipments, and that it will be implemented on a European-network basis by 2050. There
may be parallel networks of different technologies to fulfil specific requirements by regions and/or
commodities. At the time when a first series of pilots has been developed into a network, modal split of
rail will start to grow again.
3-D-printing may reduce the growth of total transport volumes somewhat, but not significantly and not
total volumes. The 3-D-printing effect will be more on a higher variety and variability on design of devices
than on supply chains.
There are two major external impacts deciding the relevance of rail in future transport systems. One is
the structure and finance organisation of provision of public infrastructure, the second is the level of
external costs reflected in the system costs of freight transport.
Infrastructure: A clear strategy is required which infrastructure is provided for which price. While there
is transparency in costs and pricing of rail infrastructure in most parts of Europe, there is none or only
very limited transparency of costs and pricing and road and inland waterway infrastructure. If there is
transparency, there often still is an unfair advantage for other modes than rail.
The choice of mode for freight transport will still be determined by the transport price in 2030 and in
2050, it is essential to include external costs fully in infrastructure costs (hardly being done today) for all
modes and develop a fair pricing on European level for all modes. A turn-around in modal shift to rail
will only happen if external costs are included fully and the provision of rail infrastructure is seen as a
public obligation other than a commercial basis on all levels from international connections to sidings in
commercial areas (where today road is free and rail is commercialised in many cases). While political
reality and road sector influence probably will limit the integration of external costs in infrastructure
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pricing and the provision of rail infrastructure on a comparable basis to road, there will be a fairer level
being realised in 2030 and somewhat more in 2050 due to public opinion putting pressure on politics.
Activities on infrastructure pricing and external costs have to be started on European level, and
implementation being monitored and enforced, as national governments tend to be weaker when
confronted by road sector lobbying. Also, national governments sometimes lack the expertise required
to develop their rail sector, while there is an existing knowledge on European level which can quite easily
be improved further. Switzerland is a benchmark on how to plan and realise infrastructure. While many
other countries only react on market pressure to improve rail, Switzerland first decides which kind of
freight and passenger system is beneficial for the country and plans and finances accordingly. The latter
improves the situation for the country, the first improves profitability of a few stakeholders in road
transport.
Major requirement to realise cost and pricing transparency for rail infrastructure is a full implementation
of separation of operations and infrastructure. The current legislative frameworks in Europe and in most
countries are sufficient to realise the separation but not to enforce it if national governments and/or
railways are reluctant to “live” it. Nevertheless, the separation will be finally enforced by the benefits of
doing so.
The public financing of rail infrastructure is seen as a subsidy by some, also by some, who have a
different opinion of road financing. EU should help to increase awareness for this obvious contradictive
view.
The creation of intramodal competition has not been recognized by a wider public so far even in many
countries where it exists, so there is also no recognition of positive effects resulting from competition
and no support for issues related to competition.
Road sector: There are many regulations and laws to control the road sector. But neither driving times
nor weight limits are checked or monitored on a wider basis, and violations of the regulations and laws
are not punished even when registered. A close monitoring and enforcement of current regulations of
the rail sector – to the same extent as on rail- would already significantly improve rail’s competitiveness.
The logistics industry is basically very conservative and reluctant to change. Rail freight does not fit in
their current structure, and it never had. Therefore, a positive picture of rail freight would be necessary
as a first step to start changes in the industry to adopt rail into their structures. Rail is already a solution
for many problems in the logistics business – but it is seen more of a problem than a solution.
A continuation of current single wagon and wagon group developments will lead to an end of this
business partly by 2030 and completely 2050. Change is needed, especially on the last mile segment
of the business. Political action is required, but there is only limited support in politics. Besides the
introduction of new technologies for shunting, already a change in last mile infrastructure finance (see
above) would create a significant improvement for SWL business. Effects of such a change would be
probably more efficient than any kind of “SWL-PSO”. At the moment, a chance for improvements on the
infrastructure side is seen only in the German speaking Europe.
Much more probable are efficiency improvements resulting from new technologies on the wagon side.
The implementation of an “intelligent” freight wagon would keep SWL alive at least for distribution in
urban areas and may revive some of the business in these regions. This includes the serving of more
decentralised terminals in metropolitan areas. Major benefits from new wagon technology will be
automated last mile operation and further standardisation of wagons. Transhipment of containers will
be more automated than today by 2030 and fully automatic in 2050. A requirement for positive
developments is also a truck-style monitoring of loadings and of wagon condition to allow predictive
maintenance. These monitoring systems are likely to be implemented by 2030 in a wide range and 2050
completely. All technologies mentioned are already existing; there are no technical barriers to
implementation.
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Automatic transhipment and autonomous shunting will have replaced hump shunting by 2050. Future
freight wagons will be limited to the chassis, containers for loadings will be independent from the chassis.
A strategic development could help to introduce “throw-away-wagons” to accelerate innovation cycles
and allow developments independent from the containers on the wagons. A wagon like this could cost
as little as 20% as current wagons (without container) and be realised by 2030 or before.
Only block trains with fixed wagon-sets for point-to-point-operation will still have classic wagon
constructions, but with automatic couplers. Train sets like this may well be the driver to have automatic
couplers also in other segments of the industry.
All these developments of new wagons will have to come from the rail sector itself, and they will come,
when and where the sector has sufficient confidence in politics to ensure a fair market environment over
a sufficient period to recoup development costs.
A modal split of rail freight measured in tkms of 30% is possible in Europe, when fair market conditions
are realised by 2020. Strong efforts are needed to do that; if politics and /or the sector are reluctant, the
30% level will be reached later, but it will be there latest by 2050 even if politics and the sector do not
start improvements by their own.
The capacity on the network needed for the increase of the modal split will be made available by
implementation of ETCS on the main corridors, complete by 2030, maybe a couple of years later, if
implementation is enforced (probable scenario), or latest by 2050, when current systems are outdated
and spare parts or software updates are not available any more. The faster implementation is done, the
earlier the sector will see the benefits. RUs will typically enjoy ETCS benefits 10 to 15 years after
implementation on the infrastructure.
A continuous trend is starting right now to put more technology on the vehicles instead of adding it to
infrastructure. This change has failed so far on a wider scale due to too ambitious projects which
achieved nothing at the end. The sector has learned in this case and started with smaller scale projects
which are much more promising in the short, medium and long term. Putting new technology on the
vehicles instead of the track, allows to realise shorter innovation cycles.
Train length: A full scale realisation of 740 me train length throughout Europe is a must to keep current
freight volumes on rail. Longer trains are a must to realise growth for rail freight. As infrastructure for
1500m trains will be an exception still in 2050, new solutions for train-coupling and -sharing outside
traditional stations need to be implemented. SNCF-project “Marathon” would be a good one serving a
basis for further developments. “Real” 1500m trains will not be running in Europe even in 2050 due to
lack of 1500m-tracks, but 1500m trains will always be a composition of two 740m train compositions.
Longer trains are more relevant than higher axle loads, as longer trains allow to achieve the same level
of benefits for the sector with much lower investments. Even an improvement in loading gauges with
infrastructure invest would give better Cost-benefit-ratios than an increase of axle loads.
Improved maintenance processes and big-data-based preventive maintenance will reduce maintenance
costs both for infrastructure and for rolling stock significantly already by 2030. RUs need to keep
maintenance knowledge in-house to improve margins and realise synergies between operations and
maintenance.
A barrier for innovation is the low margins of railway undertakings and the unequal distribution of profits
between leasing companies on the upper side, service providers (like maintenance companies) and
infrastructure managers (sometimes) with fair margins and railway undertakings on the lower end.
Power supply: Electric supply through catenary and third rails will stay at is today; the future of cell
technology to replace diesel will depend on the ability to store energy from cells; diesel will be on the
decreasing side 2030 and will not be used any more on rails in 2050. The competition between batteries,
hybrids and cells will see different solutions being realised by 2030, and one technology outside electric
supply of 2030 will become the dominant non-electric technology between 2030 and 2050 and replace
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diesel. An efficient storage technology is also a requirement to allow efficient last-mile and single wagon
operation. It is very likely to exist in 2030.
Cost developments: System costs of railways be reduced significantly. Energy costs of the sector in
Europe in 2030 will be 30% lower than 2015 (just realisation of current programs), and by another 30%
in 2050 compared to 2030 levels with new technologies being implemented.
Maintenance costs in infrastructure and rolling stock have a potential of 50% savings until 2030,
depending on implementation of more efficient processes (likely), big data (possible) and faster
innovation cycles and further standardisation (possible, but unlikely to be implemented on a wider scale).
Realistic are 30-40% until 2050, on a linear line from today, and including effects from a higher
availability of rolling stock. More important for RUs than a reduction in maintenance costs would be a
standard access fee system with long term set tariffs.
Specific infrastructure costs, including a higher rate of usage, could well be halved by 2050.
The biggest risk to offset cost reductions by technology are higher costs caused by administration.
The best case would be a 50% system cost reduction in 2050 compared to 2020, a likely case of 75%
and worst case of 100%. A realistic goal for freight is that politics may tend to pass a higher percentage
of cost reduction to passenger rail than to freight through access fee systems etc. as passenger rail is
more linked to and liked by governments than rail freight is.
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Operations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wagonload in the future?
Prevailing conditions are changing
Half of the revenue soon not from the market leader
Inter-modal is added
Few experts favour wagonload traffic
Image getting worse
Loaders - why does one still need a siding?

What are rail system advantages?
•
•
•

Supply and logistics side
Framework conditions road / rail different
Foreign drivers, other basic conditions, road / rail

Climate Protection
•
•

Large discussion: traffic in general, climatic
traffic has contributed nothing to a relief, rather additional loads

Paris agreement: how does the Federal Government intend to comply with this agreement?
•
•
•
•
•

with regard to freight transport, rail has a central role
although e-mobility, local transport, distribution systems, feasible, battery and hydrogen
operated
long distance, overhead, rather expensive, will also remain expensive
catenary for trucks: copy of the rail system on the road, cannot be more efficient, physical
advantages of the rail
if climate targets are to be reached, not feasible without railways politics in general are slow

For policies, long periods are needed
•
•
•
•
•

for changes to be in effect/changes on rail in 2050, everything needed should start soon
adjusting screws: track access charges for freight, should be lowered
different for passenger services, regionalization
energy taxes, energy levy - a lot of leeway in Germany,
prevailing conditions

Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

When moving traffic to rail without a change in modal split additional infrastructure is required
Finding alternative route to central Rhine line, challenge of the climate change
Manage external costs
Working and social conditions will be a of greater interest
Competition, disaster on road
E.g. Romanian and Bulgarian nomads
Vegetation with gas cooker
Rigging conditions, rail sector has to do something
Partly modernized, inter modal traffic,
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•
•
•
•

No cumbersome innovations, jam must be resolved
Supported by companies and politics
Digitization, automation, vehicle technology - considerable potential
If rail higher market share, also economic potentials for loaders would be reached

Rail
•
•
•
•
•

Coupling and braking systems
Platooning on rail, no fixed block distances, use of digitization
If platooning on the road, then jam from Schleswig-Holstein down to the Alps
Would lead to Road copying rail
Flowing/moving system

How will freight cars be in 2050?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

German BASF concept: flat wagon and containers
Loading directives
e.g. new containers to transport wood
e.g. platform wagons to carry goods
Remove bogies from load
e.g. InnoTrain
e.g. in Switzerland excavation soil in containers
BASF, 45-foot containers cannot be lifted by everyone
Last mile, today still expensive
Many initiatives are working to increase competition
Idea to separate chassis and body
e.g. SBB innovative freight wagon, essential element separation of body and chassis
Increase in mileage of chassis
Reduce the number of chassis
High running performance will lead to better braking systems, e.g. disc brakes, quieter
carriages
Rail cars offers considerable potential for innovation
Always having competitiveness of the rail freight traffic in mind

New European Standards?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scenarios
When will it be decided?
e.g. horizontal loading as an example
Innovations on road driven by competition within the sector
Rail as a system not complete yet
Has to fit in with logistic chains
e.g. package tracking at DHL: 25 € value
Problems with tracking and tracing on rail
Needs to continue to change in the railway sector
Interoperability needs to be ensured
e.g. reducing 25.000 pages to 17.000 pages of documents (DB)

Finding a reasonable point
•

Interoperability on corridors has to be ensured
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•
•
•
•
•
•

ETCS level 2 rather not for small lines
One has the impression that decisions in Brussels often rather academically
Implementing orders to service facilities, without practical references
Partly difficult for all countries, on the one hand “room to breathe” without compromising
interoperability
E.g. traffic Strasburg–Kehl, failed, many problems, many participants
will to accomplish Is missing

Infrastructure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 different opinions
Infrastructure, “dumb” locomotive, GPS …
Other opinion, intelligence on locomotive, infrastructure dumb
In the future, also infrastructure and rolling stock co-operate
today already with ETCS
costs are transferred from infrastructure to locomotive
Currently at DB Netz purification of the infrastructure
Need for investments in locomotives
Only possible when a lowering of track access charges is passed on to customers

What role do the infrastructure managers have?
•
•
•
•

If platooning on road becomes common place, rules for platooning systems are needed
in railways: platooning through coupling
When passenger cars or freight cars get their own propulsion: interesting applications
e.g. Flex cargo rail, Prof. Enning, FH Aachen

Self-propelled freight wagon
•
•
•
•
•
•

sum of drive trains: distribution of traction
if vehicle can be
If vehicle is self-sufficient: who controls it?
infrastructure will need to be more intelligent
only possible if freight cars support it, then a “system “
not feasible until 2030

Freight car mobility on the last mile
•
•
•
•

e.g. Flex cargo rail
wagon manufacturers and locomotive manufacturers need to cooperate
vehicles with propulsion
changes logic in the system

Train lengths and axle loads
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

750m network should be made possible
no need to increase axle loads
e.g. difficult after Viareggio (Italy) accident
decline in share of heavy goods
in the future still trains for iron ore
steel production will always need coal
rather longer trains than higher axle loads
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•
•
•
•

today tolerance up to 24t
infrastructure can usually handle 25t
axles need to be looked at
longer trains feasible

Achieving Shift2Rail goals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

where are cost reductions possible?
system costs can be reduced in all areas
many areas with potential for innovation
priority: longer trains
740m trains, or. 1400m trains
operational improvements on the side of railway undertakings
Individual phases of the journey important
is knowledge of the line needed?
could the locomotive help?
social services around the train driver
economy of the vehicles
changing of maintenance intervals away from only time-dependent intervals
the “overall system” always has to be looked at to see where innovation is possible
at VDV discussion on costs and framework conditions
change in awareness needed
lack of staff for operations
overhead costs
some railways only concerned with their own interests
system costs 100
state innovation funding
e.g. automatic coupling
is lacking in Europe
when German railway reform was carried out, no agreement on how to handle research and
development

Safety in Railways
•
•
•
•

has to be supervised by the state
e.g. Deutsche Bahn
How has the RU been taught about safety?
safety philosophy of the federal German railway office (EBA)

Pragmatic approaches
•
•
•
•

to increase capacity
braking in the safety area
track access contracts with DB Netz
safety management system has to be provided
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Main thesis for 2030
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Question how apps will continue to spread
space, urbanisation, railway line along the rhine-river, surrounding centres
all are expecting major growth and a rise in demand until the year 2050
growth will be more in the centres
agglomeration, larger urban zones, will gain
no large gain on the outskirts
reasoned through trends in the past
when looking at the modal-split, the share of motorised individual traffic is still very high
when rail grows by a few percentage points, the growth is over proportional
system of demand
who do we transport?
if modal shift taken seriously - quite difficult
problem and background system “rail” as a whole can only grow a little
after 10% growth, the limit will be reached
5% shift to public transit would equal 50%
capacity examinations difficult to handle

North Rhine-Westphalia
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

in the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, traffic would be close to the capacity limit
occupancy rate at 90%
average occupation of about 150 persons, all lines, including night time
regional express lines would be all over their capacity in case of a gain in passengers
passenger gain is expected in the future
infrastructure is over allocated
tiniest disruptions can cause chaos - not the idea of a great situation
not the same level of service as in road traffic
operational safety and quality of operations only in simulations
can something be increased?
NVR takes notice if things are missing, e.g. a switch for dodging
operations plan RRX-project, not sure if feasible for operations
infrastructure improvements to late, IM rejects them
IM does not have to and does not want to act
what can be accomplished and what will the IM be willing to do?
a study which has been carried out did not include long-distance trains
construction site management is a big issue
construction site management is in the responsibility of NVR

What would need to change for increase?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

different levers
financing: in NW Europe very low invest
needs to be openly addressed
decade-long project durations
burying of infrastructure not really of interest
focus in Germany more towards the
Germany-wide, concentration on conurbations
“game” between different funding institutions
e.g. BVWP, etc.
sometimes cooperation bans
initiatives have to be initiated by the federal government
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•
•

measures are known, time spans could be shorter
differentiation, what is of value for whom, is rather difficult, at the end everybody will benefit

Could the EU be forced by the federal government?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Germany and the Deutsche Bahn are very well connected in Brussels, a lot of lobbying
main problem for NVR as the party who orders - no direct contractual relationship to EEU
if, one could state in contracts, what would happen if certain measures are not being fulfilled
maybe the fragmentation into purpose associations is not helpful
professional competency sometimes a problem
structural problems
desperate passengers - only reason for public transit
last mile in cities are the main problem
effects are clearly visible, effects in local train services and road clearly visible
one can recognize freight corridors on autobahns
“PPP Autobahn model” - maybe an idea
capacity limited in cities limited
European vs. American urban planning
standing on the train vs. having a seat
number of means of transport run the commune will be increased
e.g. bigger parking spaces
if status quo continues without investments
infrastructure planning exists for Cologne and Aachen
well-thought out planning difficult
without dedicated corridors difficult
newly built capacity will be “eaten up” by 2030
digitalization of rail infrastructure
new train control systems will bring more capacity
e.g. project of network rail

Rail traffic in general
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

block section length, platforms, train sizes will increase
making maximum use of the clearance gauge
separation of services
e.g. separate S-Bahn line
independent of delays in long distance and freight services
optimization of train control and signalling systems
getting away from fixed blocks
redundancy
making use of all potential possible
for S-Bahn-trains, an interval of 2 min
making use of ETCS level 3

Rolling stock concepts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

seating options depending on the type of train
e.g. more standing room for S-Bahn-trains
enlarged multi-purpose spaces
solutions for high demand times
multiple occupancy
wheelchairs, children strollers, bicycles
eventually time-frames when, e.g. bikes, will not be permitted
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

other types of seating
more along seating
sense of proportion and line are important
making use of possibilities through digitalisation
distribution of passengers in the train
e.g. Siemens trains, indicators outside, red/green, app
display empty seats on the train already at platform
position of doors - exact stop required
difficult in case of different types of trains
alternative options, information in real-time needed
5–10min accuracy, today only 5min accuracy
passenger should be able to choose alternatives
today’s real-time displays not accurate enough and not reliable
passengers need to trust what they see
interval timetable better solution than waiting for delayed trains
hub stations
guiding of passengers
right wayfinding/navigation at the platform
expert assessment for Cologne rail hub
intelligent interventions
except 1, no big measures needed
mega-project problematic
different urban planning approach
first infrastructure, then urban development

If measures mentioned in the BVWP would be done, which could DB Netz get accomplished, even when
financing would be optimal?
•
•
•

for quite some time, no plans ready in the drawer
in the past, plans were ready to be built in case money was available
e.g. English projects - Thames link

Funding
•
•
•
•
•

public pressure?
e.g. Paris, Charles de Gaulle
easier if bound closer to EEU by contracts
funding options and programs unclear/confusing
funding as well for infrastructure on north-east lines

Other related fields
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

urban planning
settlement development
urban development along the line
new housing areas - tram access follows 20 years later
adjust construction law (German BauGB)
public transit has to be completed when housing is completed
tax benefits, commuter flat helps housing sprawl
railway as a system relies on
the rail system lives from surface concentration
housing sprawl counter-productive
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

job tickets
improve tariff offers
long-distance travels and business trips - more focused on environmentally friendly traveling
e.g. car sharing instead of own company car fleet
local passenger rail services vs. road passenger transport
no competition
as part of the transit association, money is shifted by backdoors from rail to road
in housing areas many vehicles of the public transit system are running but empty

Competition
•
•
•
•
•

e.g. Limburg, multi-modal tender procedure, highly optimized
system from the bus to the train
communities can’t afford public road transport
planned economy, coordination by coincidence, parallel sales strategies
sometimes own sales/ticket offices

Costs
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

difference in costs
train km for 5 Euro
bus km for 1 Euro
competition lowers costs
infrastructure 1,8 %
personnel
3%
energy
5%
train km price could be optimized
predictive maintenance helps
idea of a pool
life-cycle approach and costs
NVR could be owner of rolling stock again
tendering procedures could be optimized towards bundles of lines
higher vehicle numbers increase pressure on manufacturers
unification of seat spacing
autonomous driving more of a feeder system
attractive addition, no competition
“process optimization”
local road passenger transport is problematic
city level
car park companies
political instrument
problem of the system
can you still find personnel?
private companies not necessarily cheaper, same wage level
competition is not decided through personnel costs
train driver - not an attractive job
for PTA financially “peanuts”
lowering wage costs not really necessary
more on the road transport side
more conductors required in current tenders, increase of 20%
passengers demand safety
lowering dodger rates, continuous issue until 2050
violence in trains still a problem
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•
•
•
•

PTAs have to do more, construction site management, etc.
e.g. DB Netz don’t make the planning themselves
a shift in work from RU to PTA
change Management

Future in rural areas
•
•
•
•
•
•

trend towards expansion
100km agglomeration
slow train next to an Autobahn more of a S-Bahn today
passenger increase for rural train lines
reactivation of lines
currently no lines to be closed

KPIs?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1000 today
500 would be mostly enough
problems with cost-benefit analyses
a lot of times inaccurate
general interest
instrument of standardised valuation needs to be addressed
e.g. energy, environment, electromobility
NKU, every country will interpret standards differently
the share of investment costs is too strong
more national economic effect
economic effects often wrong beginning and construction of new lines not carried out due to
NKU
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4.11 LogServ
Date:

May 3 th 2017

Location:

Linz, Austria

Work Package:

WP2

Attendees
Name

Company

Wolf-Dietrich Geitz

Railistics GmbH

Christian Katschnig

IITR

Hr. Schinko

LogServ
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Content:
Introducing statement: “I stood up from my desktop constructing rail systems and I`m easily able to
continue working on it, because there was no innovation in that time!”
LogServ makes lots of innovation projects. Own Innovations manager installed.

Main topics:
Autonomous driving: needs stabile long-lasting processes (7-10 years) because flexibility costs.
Technically solved, but regulations are still open;
Problem is that there are no closed tracks for autonomous driving and because of that the existing safety
level has to be fulfilled;
“We need technology that allows autonomous driving on sight (Sig2);
Autonomous processes are needed in shunting;
Expensive is the first mile to get on open tracks:
•

Economically needed

•

Raise velocity

•

Connect to road

But will be solved until 2050.
2050 wagons will have their own drive for shunting
On open tracks locomotives will have the drives not wagons

Future wagons will be separated in Wagon and container but there will be conventional wagons in
2050 as well;
In 2030 the separation of wagon and load will be solved
Construction will use new materials like light weight steel
In 2050 only containers will be transported, changing of containers and de-loading will be a big
investment of industrial sites

Automatic coupling:
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•

Economically useful

•

Safety reasons

•

Digital data has to be transferred via WLAN or Bluetooth

•

E.g. coupling robots in stations

Intermodality and supply chain integration:
Today differentiation and separation of stakeholders (operators, energy suppliers, …)
In 2050 there will be fully integrated supply chains between energy suppliers, industry, operators, …
Operators have to see themselves as logistic company not only as transport companies;
Customers demanding a “one-stop-shop” but only service is not enough

Public transport:
In 2050 full autonomous locomotives with freight wagons
Train driver is risk manager on board
Regionally very different
Train lengths in Austria up to 750 metres
Existing separated lines with trains length up to 1500 metres
Corridors for freight and passenger transport are separated to raise axle load up to 50tons

River transport will have no big role in 2050

Management systems:
Standardized with full exchange of data over all partners in the intermodal supply chain
2030 standardized in rail
2050 standardized in all transport modes
Especially standard for safety systems demanded

Politics:
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Development is driven by big players/big operators in Europe (e.g. DB)
EU has to force all countries to standards set by EU (e.g. border-crossing transport)
2050 standard language will be English but the language will be less important because of digitalization
and automation;
Rail will be more grant-aided then now
Unequal general conditions between road and rail will be abolished by granting rail or punishing road

Innovation:
Innovations must be let by “leaders” in operation because there`s the Know How
Innovations must compete with other systems on market

Costs:
2030 system costs will be reduced by 10-15%
2050 system costs will be reduced by 50% through fast autonomous loading and de-loading,
autonomous coupling, …
Reduction of empty loads by innovative box-inbox-systems
Networks help to increase flexibility to get short-term demands
Long-term planning with standardized systems

Work force:
Actual costs in freight transport 16% (not that KPI)
In 2050 Train driver is risk manager,
No manual control centres any more
Personal will be hard to get especially train drivers and technicians
Education institutes are needed or the personal has to be trained by operators by their own
In 2050 the worker will be a multi-functional one
There is a specialisation in technical staff needed because of the increasing complexity

Maintenance:
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Predictive maintenance with systems like in cars

Data/data-security:
2050 data will be open accessible for all stakeholders of the supply chain but there will be high-security
data (like in cars) that are not public
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4.12 ÖBB Personenverkehr
Date:

April 11 th 2017

Location:

Vienna, Austria

Work Package:

WP2

Attendees
Name

Company

Wolf-Dietrich Geitz

Railistics GmbH

Christian Katschnig

IITR

Kurt Bauer

ÖBB Personenverkehr
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Content: regional passenger rail transport in 2050
In 2050 only two existing rail systems anymore
1. High-speed rail as a competitor for air transport up to 1000-1500km distance
2. Urban transport, especially tram lines that are connecting urban areas with the near surrounding
Everything between like local rail operators have no future.
High-speed rail on extra lines
Politics have to decide where to spend the money → only on line where the passenger volumes can be
increased constantly;
“A victory of public transport only when modal split isn`t increasing – less people take the car”
Without punishment of road transport there will be no success;

Infrastructure in dense urban areas has to be build up massively;
•

Bigger units always better than smaller ones

•

Interior has to be changed

•

Bigger units are interesting for people who need their privacy

Flexibility in working contracts and working time is needed to get people to work in public transport (e.g.
mothers in spare time, students, …)

Autonomous driving in urban areas not a realistic case
•

Driver could be skipped

•

But conductor would be needed as a service
o

Risk manager

o

Information

o

Feeling of security and safety

Qualification will not be the problem but salary
Psychologic pressure in increasing → high fluctuation of staff
Combination of technology and humans is needed

2050 there will be a problem with the infrastructure because of over-usage
There are less investments in infrastructure
High priority in noise reduction and comfort → costs!
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solution would be higher invest-costs but less maintenance costs
Tram-lines instead of undergrounds – but these projects are often made for prestige
There is funding for just some EU-members – inequality!
EU could control development by steering the funding

Maintenance:
Contracts for maintenance with rail systems suppliers
Boni-systems for high availability
Condition monitoring and predictive maintenance is the future of maintenance

Stakeholders and politicians should be a role model and use rail

Services/information:
Displays shall be readable over 25 metres
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